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Complaint seeking 
in vestigation , enforcement, 
penalties, and other relief 
as appropri ate against 
Facebook, Inc. 

I. Introduction 

Before the 
Federal Trade Commission 

Washington, D.C. 

Submitted November IS , 2018 

I. On September 28.2018. Facebook. Inc. announced that 50 million 
users had been compromised in a massive data breach that put their 
entire accounts in the hands of unknown rogue actors. An addi tional 40 
million users also had their accounts reset due to uncertainty about the 
scope of the breach. 

2. While Facebook, Inc. has released few details about the attack, it is 
clear that virtually all the information users provided to Facebook. Inc. 
was potentially exposed, including personal biographical data, pri vate 
messages, photographs (including those uploaded but not shared), and 
credit card numbers. Once inside Facebook's security wall , the 
attackers stood in users' shoes - with complete and total control over 
their profiles. accounts. and social media interactions. 

3. The attackers also gained access to any apps or services that the victims 
had linked to their Facebook account using the corporation's "Facebook 
Login" feature. This put Facebook-connected users of apps like Tinder. 
Bumble, Spotify, Uber and thousands more at risk of having their 
accounts hijacked and mi sused. 

4. This breach is the latest in a long string of Facebook. Inc. privacy 
violations. In 2007, the company apologized for sharing private 
information with user friends without asking permission. In 201 I , the 
company made false claims that users would retain meaningful control 
over their pri vacy, leading to a landmark 201 I Consent Decree with this 
agency. In 20 I 3. a bug exposed emai ls and phone numbers. This bug 
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was related to uploads of user contact li sts. In 2017 , the massive 
Cambridge Analytica scandal allowed the data of 87 million user 
profiles to be downloaded off the platform and used to manipulate the 
2016 US Presidential election and Brexit referendum. 

5. Th e breach al so comes just a few months after Facebook, Inc.'s CEO 
Mark Zuckerberg told the United States Congress that "we have a 
responsibility to not just build tools, but to make sure those tool s are 
used for good .... It will take some time to work through all of the 
changes we need to make, but I' m committed to getting it right." 

6. Facebook, Inc. has a track record of prioritizing advertising over 
security. In October, 2018, academics uncovered the company was 
using contact information handed over for security purposes, such as 
for two-factor identification logins or or in order to receive alerts about 
new log-ins to a user ' s account, to engage in ad targeting. The 
surveillance-intensive business model of targeted adverti sing combined 
with the need to secure data presents perhaps an unresolvable conflict 
of interest for the company as currentl y constituted. 

7. Facebook, Inc. is a serial privacy violator that cannot be trusted. It has 
grown too big and its products have become too integrated and too 
complex to manage. Not only can we no longer trust Facebook, Inc. to 
manage its system safely, the corporation no longer has the capacity to 
do so effectively. 

8. The organizations filing thi s Complaint seek a thorough investigation of 
the "View As" breach and appropriate enforcement using all available 
remedies against Facebook, Inc. for its apparent breaches of the FTC 
Act and the 20 II Consent Decree. 

9. The organi zation s filing thi s Complaint al so call for a broader 
investigation into a far more fundamental question - has Facebook, Inc. 
grown so large and complex that it is no longer governabl e at all? 

II. The Freedom from Facebook Coalition 

10. The Freedom from Facebook Coalition brings together diverse, non
parti san organi zation s representing consumers, workers, policy experts, 
creative artists and ordinary citizens from all walks of life demanding 
strong enforcement of consumer protection laws and a healthier, more 
open and transparent and competiti ve digital economy. 
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II. Our members include: Open Markets Institute, Citizens Against 
Monopoly, the Communications Workers of America, the Content 
Creators Coalition, Democracy for America, Demand Progress, Jewish 
Voters for Peace, Move On, MPower Change, Public Citizen, 
RootsAction, and Sum of Us. 

III. Facebook, Inc. 

12. Facebook, Inc., a Delaware corporation with its operational 
headquarters in Menlo Park, California, was founded in 2004 in 
Cambridge, Massachusetts by Mark Zuckerberg, Eduardo Saverin, 
Dustin Moskovitz, Andrew McCollum, and Chri s Hugh es. Facebook, 
Inc. owns three significant social networks: Facebook, Instagram, and 
WhatsApp. 

13. Facebook, owned by Facebook Inc., is the largest social media network 
in the world with over 2 billion dail y acti ve users globally, including 
214 million dail y users in the United States alone. Every day its users 
post 55 million status updates, upload 350 million photographs, 'like' 
nearl y 6 billion posts, and send 60 billion messages over its proprietary 
Messenger network. Its apps are downloaded 1.06 million times a day, 
and the corporation gains 400 new users every minute. 

14. Much of Facebook Inc.'s growth has been fueled by mergers and 
acquisitions that expanded the corporation 's product offerings while 
taking potential co mpetitors off the field. These include the acquisition 
of Instagram in 2012 and the acquisitions ofWhatsApp and Oculus VR 
in 2014. As far as we are aware, no proposed Facebook, Inc. 
acquisition has ever been blocked by a US regulatory authority. 

15. Facebook, Inc. is currently one of the most valuabl e companies in the 
world. Fortune Magazine lists it as the 76'" largest corporation in the 
United States by revenue, and it has a market value at the time of this 
filing of $406.41 billion (as of Nov. 15, 20J8)].1n the second quarter of 
2018 , the most recent for which data is avail able, it earned revenue of 
$13.23 billion, or $143.8 million a day. 

16. The bulk of Facebook, Inc. 's revenue comes fro m advertis ing targeted 
at its users using data the corporation collects from multiple channels, 
including information users share with its social networkin g 
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subsidiaries and data it captures by tracking and surveilling user 
activities across the web. 

17. Facebook, Inc. 's ability to mine user data and target ads is uniquely 
robust in the US economy, due to the corporation ' s extraordi nary scale, 
the personal nature of information its users share, and the breadth of its 
related products and services including Instagram, WhatsApp, 
Messenger. Only Google has comparable scale and reach, though even 
Google cannot match the depth of Facebook, Inc. 's social networking 
data. 

18. Facebook, Inc. 's data reach is further extended by its "Facebook Login" 
product that allows user to sign up for other apps and websites based on 
their Facebook credentials and without creating a new, freestanding 
account. Facebook captures two-thirds of the social logins for sites that 
use this kind of external credentiaiing, giving it a rich new source of 
data about user activities at tens of thousands of non-Face book 
websites. 

IV. Facebook's Repeated Breaches of its Users' Privacy and Data Security 

19. The 2006 launch of Facebook 's "news feed" automatically broadcast a 
host of user activities and updates to all their friends as a default feature 
without clear disclosure or consent. Mark Zuckerberg admitted at the 
time that "We really messed this one up" and that the corporation 
"didn't build in the proper privacy controls right away". 

20. Facebook's Beacon advertising system, launched in 2007, tracked 
users' activity on third-party partner sites back to Facebook and 
automatically posted them to user profiles, even when users weren't 
logged in to Facebook and despite user efforts to opt out of the 
program. Facebook, Inc. ultimately paid $9.5 million to settle these 
claims. 

21. In 2010, a Harvard Professor filed a complaint with this agency 
revealing that Facebook was sharing user information with advertisers 
including profile detail s and web activity without disclosure and 
consent. 

22. In November 20 II , the FTC entered into a far ranging consent decree 
with this agency, arising out of repeated breaches of user privacy and 
false claims that Facebook, Inc. would protect user information. Th e 
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charges grew out of a December 2009 change to the Facebook website 
that made users ' private information public without their consent, and 
repeated Facebook, Inc. misrepresentations about the information it 
shared with third party apps, the it shared with advertisers, and the 
handling of data after user deleted or deacti vated their accounts. 

23. In 20 II , Facebook incorporated facial recognition as a default setting 
on its ' tag suggestions' feature without clear disclosure or obtaining 
consent from users for this in vasive new technology. After consumer 
outcry, Facebook, Inc. admitted "we should have been more clear with 
people during the roll-out process when this became available to them". 

24. In January 2012, Facebook launched a secret experiment to manipulate 
user moods by feeding nearly 700,000 test subjects skewed diets of 
positive or negative news, without any disclosure or consent. The 
pri vacy watchdog EPIC filed a complaint with this agency about this 
unethical "research" study. 

25. In 2013, a bug made the emails and phone numbers of6 million 
Facebook users public to users who had some tangential connection to 
them on the site (ie. 'friends of friends'), despite that information being 
designated 'private ' or for ' friends only'. This breach was not noticed 
by Facebook, Inc. but only came to light after a "white hat" hacker 
uncovered and reponed it. 

26. In what should have been a wakeup call ahead of the Cambridge 
Analytica, a software engineer was able to automatically scrape or 
harvest names, profile photos, and locations of users by entering their 
mobile phone numbers into the platform's "Who can find me?" feature, 
even if the phone numbers were set to private. By generating random 
phone numbers, he was able to collect data on thousands of users. 

27. In 2018, it was revealed that the data of87 million Facebook users was 
shared with political consulting firm Cambridge Analytica. 270,000 
users took a quiz designed by Cambridge Analytica to extract users' 
profile information and in the process, exposed the profile information 
of their entire "friends' list". Cambridge Analytica proceeded to sell 
this data, via their consulting services, to various parties, including the 
2016 Trump presidential campaign and the Brexit " leave" campaign. 
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28. Facebook has used phone numbers provided by users for two-factor 
authentication security purposes in order to target advertisements, a use 
they did not clearly disclose, explain, or obtain separate consent for. 
This follows an earlier scandal in which the corporation spammed 
users' two-factor authentication number with texts and then 
automatically posted their replies to that spam as status updates for all 
to see. 

29. In the spring of 20 18, Android users realized Facebook was using its 
Messenger app to track and log their texts and phone calls. Facebook, 
Inc. claimed users granted Facebook permission to do this when they 
synced their phone contacts list with the Facebook Messenger app. 

30. On October II , 2018, Facebook suspended the Russian firm 
SociaIDataHub "because they were scraping people's data" from the 
site. 

V. Facebook's Many Promises to Protect Users' Privacy and Keep Their 
Data Secure 

3 1. Since its inception, Facebook, Inc. and Mark Zuckerberg have promised 
users that their data is protected, and they have complete control over 
their privacy on the platform. 

32. In 2005 , Mr. Zuckerberg said of the platform, "We're not forcing 
anyone to publicize any information about themselves. We give people 
pretty good control over their privacy. I mean you can make it so that 
no one can see anything, or no one can see your profile unless they're 
your fiiend." 

33. A decade later, Mr. Zuckerberg responded to the NSA PRISM 
program's collection and use of Facebook data, writing in a personal 
post, "To keep the internet strong, we need to keep it secure. That's why 
at Facebook we spend a lot of our energy making our services and the 
whole internet safer and more secure. We encrypt communications, we 
use secure protocol s for traffic, we encourage people to use multiple 
factors for authentication and we go out of our way to help fix issues 
we find in other people's services." 

34. Facebook, Inc. and Mr. Zuckerberg continue to promise data security to 
users. even as that data is repeatedly compromised. After the 
Cambridge Analytica scandal, Zuckerberg wrote, "We have a 
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responsibility to protect your data, and if we can't then we don't deserve 
to serve you. I' ve been working to understand exactly what happened 
and how to make sure thi s doesn't happen again . .. We will learn from 
this experience to secure our platform furth er and make our community 
safer for everyone going forwar 

35. In a full-page newspaper ad purchased and placed around the same 
time, Mr. Zuckerberg again promised to more completely protect users ' 
data: "This was a breach of trust, and I'm sorry we didn ' t do more at 
the time. We' re now takin g steps to make sure this doesn' t happen 
again ... I promise to do better for you." 

36. In April of this year, Mr. Zuckerberg testified before the Senate 
Judiciary Committee, emph asizing the responsibility of Facebook 's 
developers to protect user data and once again statin g the corporation 
was committed to stopping such breaches: " It's not enough to give 
people control of their information , we have to make sure developers 
thcy've given it to are protecting it too. Across the board, we have a 
responsibility to not just build tools, but to make sure those tools are 
used for good. It will take some time to work through all of the 
changes we need to make, but I' m committed to getting it right." 

37. However, influenti al voices in tech including former Facebook insiders 
have questioned these statements and conunitments 

38. After selling his corporation , WhatsApp, to Facebook, Inc. 2014 and 
subsequently leaving the corporation a few years later, Brian Acton told 
Forbes , " I sold my users ' pri vacy. I made a choice and a comprOlnise. 
And I live with that every day." 

39. Chri s Hu ghes, a co-founder of Facebook, Inc. who left the corporation 
in 2007, said in response to the Cambridge An alytica scandal , "The 
idea that this was unforeseeabl e seems like a stretch. Th e public 
reckoning now is very much overdue." 

40. Apple CEO Tim Cook, differentiating Apple from Facebook, Inc., 
warned about the platform: " [Apple has] never believed that these 
detailed profiles of people, that have incredibly deep personal 
information that is patched together from several sources, should exist. 
[These profiles] can be abused against our democracy. It can be abused 
by advertisers as well." 
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41. Roger McNamee, an early investor in Facebook, Inc., has spoken out at 
length about what the platform has become, arguing that Facebook has 
"behaved irresponsibly in the pursuit of massive profits" and has 
"consciously combined persuasive techniques developed by 
propagandists in the gambling industry with technology in ways that 
threaten public health and democracy." 

42. McNamee has warned about the risk of using Facebook, Inc. to user 
pri vacy, telling CNBC, "There's been an increasing understanding that 
when you're using Facebook, a lot of bad thin gs are going to happen to 
you, as a user. That is not a 100 percent guarantee, but the ri sk is 
really, really high. " 

VI, The 2018 Breach of Facebook's "View As" Feature 

43. On September 28, 2018, Facebook, Inc. disclosed a major security 
breach that had potentially affected nearly 50 million user accounts. On 
October 12, the company clarified that 30 million accounts appear to 
have been actually compromised. 

44. By exploiting a vulnerability in Facebook's "View As" feature - which 
allows users to see how their profiles appear to others - hackers were 
able to harvest highly sensitive "access tokens" that could then be used, 
in Facebook's words, to "take over" accounts. Facebook, Inc. describes 
these access tokens as "digital keys" that would let hackers pose as the 
user online, engage with their friends and contacts, and use or share any 
of their information, including pri vate messages, pictures that had been 
uploaded but not shared, and payment methods. 

45. In addition, because these access tokens are used to verify "Facebook 
Login" requests, the hackers could also access and use any linked app 
or third-party service, including dating sites, health portals, and 
message boards. 

46. The potential harms of this kind of data breach go well beyond the 
ordinary damage caused by compromi se of sensitive information. In 
our connected culture, being impersonated online is a deeply personal 
invasion that could run from the merely embarrassing - like having an 
unflattering photo shared - to the devastating - including lost 
friendships or broken relationships. The Ashley Madison breach - a 
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severe breach but one that did not raise the even more invasive specter 
of online impersonation - resulted in suicides, di vorces, and job losses. 

47. At this point, the toll of the Facebook " View As" breach is not known. 
Facebook, Inc. CEO Mark Zuckerberg stated on September 28 that "We 
do not yet know wh ether these accounts were misused." Several days 
later, the corporation reported it had "so far" found no evidence the 
access tokens were used to breach third party apps. On October 12, it 
revealed that extensive personal information had been breached along 
with access tokens, including "surname, gender, locale/language, 
relationship status, religion , hometown , self-reported current city, 
birthdate, device types used to access Facebook, education, work, the 
last 10 places they checked into or were tagged in, website, people or 
Pages they follow, and the 15 most recent searches ." 

48. FTC action is needed to ensure that Facebook, Inc. cannot sweep this 
matter under the rug with such vague and incomplete assurances. It is 
the only way to ensure victims of this breach have accurate information 
about what happened to them. 

49. While European in vestigators have opened up their own review of thi s 
matter, it is vital for US enforcers to act as well. Facebook, Inc. is an 
American corporation and many US citizens were undoubtedly victims 
of this breach. The FTC has jurisdiction and a responsibility to protect 
US consumers and to set standards for the US -driven internet economy. 

VII. Claims 

50. The Freedom from Facebook Coalition asks the Commission to 
investigate and act on the following specific claims as well as any other 
potential violations of the FTC Act and all other authorities under its 
jurisdiction. 

Claim 1 
Breach of 2011 Consent Decree 

51. In 20 II , Facebook, Inc.'s violation of user pri vacy led them to settle 
with the FTC and agree to the terms of the Consent Decree finalized in 
2012. 

52. Under the agreement, Facebook, Inc. cannot misrepresent the privacy or 
security of users ' personal information and is required, among other 
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things, to obtain affirmative consent to privacy changes, "establish and 
maintain a comprehensive pri vacy program designed to address pri vacy 
risks associated" with the operation and development of the site and 
related products. 

53. The latest breach was the result of several errors in Facebook's "View 
As" feature 's code, made when Facebook updated their video up loader 
in July 2017 - more than a year before the breach was di scovered. 

54. User data was exposed for 14 months, because Facebook, Inc. fail ed to 
"maintain a comprehensive pri vacy program" as promised in the 
consent decree and as promised by the corporation and Mark 
Zuckerberg as detailed in paragraphs 30-34 above. 

55. Furthermore, Facebook, Inc. failed to inform users that system updates 
may compromise their data and implemented these flawed new features 
without the express consent of users. 

56. The penalty, outlined in the consent decree, is $41,484 per user per day. 
This violation affected 50 million users fo r nearl y 430 days, calling for 
trillions of dollars in potential fines. 

Claim 2 
B reach of Section 5 of the FTC Act 

57. Section 5(a) of the FTC Act prohibits "unfair" or "deceptive" acts in 
interstate commerce. 

58. Past FTC investigations including the Ashley Madison case and the 
LabMD case have made clear that lax data security practices can 
constitute un fair business practices under the FTC Act. 

59. In this case, given the gravity of the ri sk of loss of control of accounts 
due to theft of access tokens, Facebook, Inc. 's failure to prevent the 
"View As" breach consti tutes an unfair practice that violates Section 
5(a). 

60. Past FTC cases including the Vber case establish that 
misrepresentations or omissions regarding data security and pri vacy and 
failing to live up to promises made regarding the security of customer 
information constitute decepti ve acts under the FTC Act. 
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61. In this case, in light of the severe "View As" breach, Facebook, Inc. 's 
many promises to take appropriate security measures regarding 
customer information, outlined in paragraphs 30-34 above, and its 
assurances regarding the safety and security of the "Facebook Login" 
feature constitute deceptive acts or practices that violate Section 5(a). 

Claim 3 
Call for Expanded Investigation and Report on Facebook's 
Privacy Abuses, Monopoly Power and "Ungovernability" 

under Section 6(b) ofthe FTC Act 

62. The "View As" breach raises issues that go beyond Facebook's 
violation of the 2012 Consent Decree and its breaches of the FTC Act. 

63. Accordingly, we call for an investigation pursuant to Section 6(b) of the 
FTC Act of the role of Facebook, Inc. 's market power in the internet 
ecosystem and the unique threats to consumers posed by its massive 
accumulation of data - including that supplied by users, that harvested 
by surveilling their activities online, and that obtained from other 
sources such as data brokers or corporate acquisitions. 

64. This investigation should cover Facebook 's use of "Facebook Login" to 
expand its data holdings and neuter potential competitors. 

65. This investigation should review the impact of acquisitions such as 
WhatsApp and Instagram on the health of the social media market and 
the failure of meaningful alternatives to Facebook, Inc. to ari se. 

66. Most fundamentally, this in vestigation should consider the unique 
issues raised when corporations become as large and complex as 
Facebook. 

67. Facebook, Inc.'s scale renders it unable to effecti vely manage risk 
within its operations. It cannot meaningfully moderate content or 
protect users from harass ment and abuse. It is unable to keep its own 
promises or accurately determine whether it is adherin g to 
commitments it has made to users, business partners, and regulators . It 
has become so complex and deeply intertwined with other platforms, 
apps, and services that no executi ve or engineer can responsible 
anticipate or evaluate the real-world consequences of policy changes or 
product revisions. 
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6S. In our view, Facebook, Inc. at this scale cannot be governed in a 
coherent or safe fashion - one that no one could manage and that no 
amount of Al or clever engineering will ever successfully control. 

69. The result is a corporation managed by apology. One where unfair and 
decepti ve practices are baked into the business model - and forced upon 
locked-in consumers who have no alternatives in the market and no real 
choices but those that Facebook, Inc. gives them. 

Claim 4 
Request for Any Other Appropriate Enforcement 

Under Any Applicable FTC Authorities 

70. We ask the FTC and its professional staff to additionally conduct its 
own independent evaluation of the legal and marketplace implications 
of the "View A1;" breach in the context ofFacebook's repeated broken 
promises and privacy abuses and to take any additional investigative or 
enforcement steps that are available to it and warranted under the 
circumstances to protect consumers and address the harms caused by 
Facebook. 

VIII. Remedies 

71. We urge the FTC to seek maximum civil penalties for the breach of its 
2012 Final Consent Order by Facebook, Inc. as well as permanent 
injuncti ve relief, restitution, the refund of monies paid, disgorgement of 
ill-gotten monies, and other any other appropriate relief related to 
Facebook's violations of the FTC Act and any other laws or 
requirements within the agency's jurisdiction. 

72. These remedies should include specific consideration of breaking up 
Facebook, Inc., and separating its ad venising and social networking 
businesses or its di screte platforms in order to resolve the inherent 
conflict in running a data-based advenising businesses while being 
responsible for vast amounts of personal customer information and to 
address the poor privacy incentives created when a company holds a 
data-derived monopoly and has no meaningful competition. 

IX. Conclusion 

73. The FTC is at a landmark moment. Facebook, Inc. and the other biggest 
tech platform monopolies are fast breaking all traditional bounds of size 
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and behavior. Consumers as a result look to you for meaningful 
protection and enforcement - especially in the case of a serial privacy 
violator like Facebook that already has one outstanding consent decree 
under your jurisdiction. A healthy internet economy requires 
consumers to have basic trust and confidence in the corporations they 
deal with - and that in tum requires strong and steady enforcement of 
the basic rules of the road. In these circumstance, for the benefit of 
consumers, fair competition, and the intern et economy itself, the 
Freedom From Facebook Coalition urges you to take strongest possible 
action. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Freedom From Facebook 

Citi zens Against Monopoly 

Communication Workers of America 

Content Creators Coalition 

Democracy For America 

Demand Progress 

Jewish Voice for Peace 

Move On 

MPower Change 

Open Markets Institute 

Public Citizen 

Roots Action 

Sum Of Us 
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epic.org 
July 13, 2018 

Joseph J. Simons, Chairman 
Maureen K. Ohlhausen, Commissioner 
Noah Joshua Phillips, Commissioner 
Rohit Chopra, Commissioner 

Electronic Privacy Information Cent~1!Ir 
1718 Connecticut Avence NW, Suite 200 
Washington. DC 200C9, USA 

Rebecca Kelly Slaughter, Commissioner 
Federal Trade Commission, Commissioner 
600 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW 
Washington, DC 20580 

Dear FfC Chairman Simons and Commissioners: 

\,. "'12!)24J311 ~O 

- +1202483 124!: 

W .:JEPICPrlvc:cy 

ht!:;)3:lIepic.or3 

We write to ask you to stop the transfer afuser data from Facebook to Social Science One, 
pending a determination as to whether the transfer is pennitted under the 2011 Consent Order. EPIC 
has sent detailed letter (enclosed) to the co-chairs of Social Science One explaining why the 
proposed study of Facchook users should be suspended as it violates both the Consent Order and the 
GDPR. 

The Consent Order is clear: Facebook must obtain affirmative express consent before 
disclosing personal data to third parties. ] As the FTC explained, Facebook must "obtain consumers' 
affirmative express consent before enacting changes that override their privacy preferences.'" By 
transferring personal information to third-party researchers without (\) providing clear and 
prominent notice and (2) obtaining the affirmative express consent of users, Facebook wiU violate 
thc 2011 Consent Order with the FTC. There is no exception for third-party research. 

Facebook users have expressed great concern about third-party access to their data following 
the Cambridge Analytica scandal. This week the UK Information Commission Office issued an 
extensive report, fmed Facebook, and warned specifically about the use of personal data " for 
purposes it was not intended for or that data subjects would not have reasonably expected." 

We urge the FTC to advise Social Science One and Facehook that the data transfer may not 
occur until the Commission has completed its review regarding compliance with the Consent Order. 

Respectfully, 

lsi :Marc noten6erIJ 
Marc Rotenberg 
EPIC President 

lsi Cnristine :Bannan 
Christine Bannan 
EPIC Administrative Law and Policy Fellow 

] Fed. Trade Comm'n. , In re Facebook, Decision and Order, FTC File No. 092 3184 (Ju t 27, 2012), 
https:llwww.ftc.gov/sites/defaultlfilesldocuments/casesl201 '))08/12081 Of ace book do . pdf. 
2 Fed. Trade Comm'n, Facebook Seules FTC Charges That It Deceived Consumers By Failing To Keep 
Privacy Promises, Press Release (Nov. 29, 2011), https:llwww.ftc.gov/news-events/press- . 
relcasesl2011 /11 /facebook-settles-ftc-charges-it-deceived-consumers-failing-keep. 
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epic.org Electronic Privacy Information Center 
1718 Conne ctlc~t Av~nue :4W, St.:lte 200 
Wash!ngton. DC 20009, USA 

BY EM1\lL <media@socialscience.one>1 

July 12,201 g 

Professor Gary King 
Professor Nathaniel Persily 
Social Science One 

Dear Professor Kiog and Professor Pcrsily. 

... +1 202 483 1140 

... +1 202 ~3 1 2.(.8 

., @!:PICPrlvacy 

~ https:lleplc.org 

We write to you, as co-chairs of Social Science One. to urge you to immediately suspend the 
data analysis activities announced this week,2 pending a thorough and independent investigation of 
the privacy protections for Facebook users. For multiple reasons set out below, including the fact 
that the program does not comply with the GDPR and violates Facebook's 2011 consent order with 
the Federal Trade Commission, we do not believe the project may go forward. 

While we respect the efforts to develop a new model for industry-academic partnerships, 
frankly you could not have picked a more controversial data set to launch this initiative. The third
party use ofFacebook data has been the focus of substantial Congressional hearings, bearings in the 
European Parliament, and an extensive inquiry in the UK. 3 The recent report of the UK Information 
Commissioner' s Office had this to say about the transfer of Facebook user data to research 
institutions: "Based on evidence we have in our possession, we are concerned about the way in 
which data was accessed from the Facebook platform and used for purposes it was not intended for 
or that data subjt!Cts would not have reasonably expected"· We recognize the opportunity provided 
by new privacy-preserving techniques to permit research access to very large data sets,s but again 
you have chosen the most controversial data set to test these methods. 

1 It is notable that no contact information is provided for any individual at the Social Science One website, nor 
is there any indication that a person has been designated by Social Science One to assess thc privacy 
ramifications of the project. 
2 Social Science One, Independent Research Commission Parmering with Facebook and 7 Nonprofit 
Foundations to Study Role of Social Media in Elections and Democracy Reyeals New Name and Announces 
First Data Set is Ayailable for Academic Research (Juiy 1 t , 2018), brtps:llsocialscience.onelbloglsociai
science-onc-public-Iaunch 
3 EPIC, In re Facebook (Cambridge Analytica), https :llepic.org/privacy/facebooklcambridge-analytical. 
4 Information Commissioner's Office, brvestigation Into the Use o/Data Analytics/n Political Campaigns, 
(Jul. 10, 2018) at 22 , https:llico.org.uklmedialaction-weve-takenl22S937 J linvestigation-into-data-analytics-
for-political-purposes-update.pdf . 
j See National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine; Division of Behavioral and Social 
Sciences and Education; Committee on National Statistics; Panel on ImproYing Federal Statistics/or Policy 
and Social Science Research Using Multiple Data Sources and State-oflhe-A rt Estimation Methods; Harris
Kojetin BA, Groves RM. editors. Federal Statistics, Multiplc Data Sources, and Privacy Protection: Next 
Steps. Washington (DC): National Academies Press (US); 2017 Oct 2. Available from: 
bttps:lfwww.ncbi.n lm.nih.govlbooksINBK47S779/ doi: 10.17226/24893 
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Social Science One describes the Facebook data as .. the largest and most comprehensive 
information base ever used to study social media, and even some of the mOS t extensive data ever 
used to study human behavior in general.,,6 It is therefore of the utmost importance that you abide by 
aU legal and ethical obligations related to the privacy rights of Facebook users. 

I. Facebook Users Have Not Provided Meaningful Consent for the Collection and Use 
of Their Data 

EPIC fully supports academic research on the effects of social media on democracy and 
elections. In fact, EPIC launched a project a year ago dedicated to safeguarding democratic 
institutions from foreign interference.7 EPIC is presently engaged in several matters seeking 
information about Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. presidential election.8 It is ironic and deeply 
troubling, however, that this research project involves violating the privacy of Facebook users' for 
the purpose of learning how social media influences elections. It was this very type of massive data 
collection by political firms such as Cambridge Analytica that mised alarms about the influence of 
social media on elections in the first place. In fact, the data obtained by Cambridge Analytica was 
originaUy collected for the purpose of academic research. 

Thatis why the lack of meaningful consent from users necessitates suspending this study. 
Informed consent of human subjects is a basic ethical obligation for researchers, but one that 
Facebook and Social Science One have ignored. Facebook users will have no say over whether their 
personal data is used for this study. Facebook will not provide user with any mechanism to 
affirmatively opt-in to the use of their data. Neither Facebook nor Social Science One have indicated 
that Facebook users will even be provided with any information regarding the use of~eir data for 
this study. There is no indication that Facebook users will have the ability to opt-out if they do not 
wish to have their data used for research purposes. Facebook states that <C[f]undamental to this entire 
effort is ensuring that people's information is secure and kept priV8te.'09 But Facebook cannot claim 
to be respecting the privacy of its users if it fails to give users any control over whether their 
personal data is collected and used for this study. 

ll. The Transfer of nata Violates the FTC's 2011 Consent Order with Facebook 

6 https:lIsocialsciencc.one/our-facebook-partnership 
7 EPIC, DEMOCRACY AND CYBERSECURITY: PRESERVING DEMOCRATIC INSTITUTIONS, 

h ttps:/lwww.epic.org/democracy/. 
S See, EPIC v. FBI, https:llwww.epie.org/foialfbilrussian-hackingl(seeking records related to the FBI's 
response to foreign cyber attacks on democratic institutions in the United States prior to the 20 16 Presidential 
Election); EPIC v. ODNI, https:llwww.epic.org/foialodnilrussian-hacking/(seekingrelease of the Complete 
OONI Assessment of the Russian interference with 2016 U.S. Presidential Election). 
9 Elliot Schrage and David Ginsberg, Facebook Launches New Initiative to HeJp & hoJars Assess Social 
Media ·s Impact on Eleclions, Faeebook Newsroom (Apr. 9,2018), 
https:llnewsroom.fb.comlnewsl2018/04/new-elcctions-initiative!. 
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The FTC's 2011 Consent Order with Facebook is clear: Facebook must obtain affirmative 
express coasent before disclosing personal infonnation to third parties. IO The Consent Order states 
that Facebook shall, prior to disclosing any information to third parties beyond the restrictions 
imposed by the user's privacy settings: 

Clearly and prominently disclose to the user, separate and apart from any <~rivacy 
policy," "data use policy," "statement of rights and responsibilities" page, or other 
similar document: (1) the categories of nonpublic user information that will be 
disclosed to such third parties, (2) the identity or specific categories of such third 
parties, and (3) that such sharing exceeds the restrictions imposed by the privacy 
setting(s) in effect for the user; and obtain tbe user's express consent."]] 

As the FTC explained, this is a requirement that Facebook "obtain consumers' affirmative express 
consent before enacting changes that override their privacy preferences.,,12 It is not enough for 
Facebook to bwy a notice in its privacy policy - in addition to obtaining a user's affumative consent 
Facebook must provide users with a clear and prominent disclosure that includes the identity of the 
third parties to whom the personal information will be transferred. 

By transferring personal information to third-party researchers without (1) providing clear 
and prominent notice and (2) obtaining the affinnative express consent of users, Facebook will in 
clear violation of the 2011 Consent Order with the FTC. The Wall Street Journal has reported that 
outside researchers will have "the same access that employees would have" to user data. 

The 2011 Consent Order was the result ofFacebook1s significant privacy violations, which 
EPIC documented in detailed complaints to the FTC in 2009 and 2010." Chief among thero was 
Facebook's practice of making non-public infonnation available to third parties without users' 
knowledge or consent. 14 As we stated in 2009: 

Facebook's changes to users' privacy settings disclose personal information to the 
public that was previously restricted. Facebook's changes to users' privacy 
settings also disclose personal information to third parties that was previously not 
available. I' 

Earlier this year, Facebook was found to have allowed the political data mining finn 
Cambridge Analytica to obtain the personal infonnation OD 87 million users, prompting inquiries 
from u.s. and international lawmakers. As EPIC told Congress, "Facebook's admission that it 

10 Fed. Trade Comm'n., In re Facebook, Decision and Order, FTC File No. 092 3184 (Jul. 27, 2012), 
https:llwww.ftc.gov/sitesldefaultlfiles/documents/casesl20 12/08/12081 Ofacebookdo. pdf. 
I ! Id. 
12 Fed. Trade Comm 'n, Facebook Settles FTC Charges That It Deceived Consumers By Failing To Keep 
Privacy Promises, Press Release (Nov. 29, 2011), https:/lwww.ftc .gov/news·events/prcss-
releases/20 11 /111facebook -scttles-ftc-charges-it -deceived-consumers-failing-keep. 
II See, In the Malter of Facebook, Inc. (EPIC, Complaint, Request for lnvestigation,lnjunction, and Other 
Relief) before the Federal Trade Commission, Washington, D.C. (filed Dec. 17,2009), 
http://www.epic.orgiprivacy/inrefacebook/EPlC-FacebookComplaint.pdf. 
14 Id. 
15Id. 
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disclosed data to third parties without users' consent suggests a clear violation of the 2011 Facebook 
Order ... 16 The U.K. Information Commissioner' s Office recently fined Facebook the maximum 
allowable fine under U.K. law as the result of this data transfer, charging Facebook with "failing to 
safeguard people's infonnation [and] failing to be transparent about how people's data was 
harvested by others and why they might be targeted by a political party or campaigu."" The FTC has 
,recently announced that it is investigating Facebook.11 As the Acting Director of the Bureau of 
Consumer Protection stated: 

The FTC is firmly and fully committed to using all of its tools to protect the privacy of 
consumers. Foremost among these tools is enforcement action against companies that fail 
to honor their privacy promises, including to comply with Privacy Shield, or that engage 
in unfair acts that cause substantial injury to consumers in violation oftbe FTC Act 
Companies who have settled previous FTC actions must also comply with FTC order 
provisions imposing privacy and data security requirements. Accordin'gly, the FTC takes 
very seriously recent press reports raising substantial concerns about the privacy practices 
ofFaeebook. Today, the FTC is conftrming that it has an open nOD-public investigation 
into these practices. I' 

Many State Attorneys General have also announced their investigations into the matter.20 

Given Facebook's obligations under the FIC Consent Order and its continuing violations of 
user privacy, it is particularly troubling that you plan to move forward with plans to collect the data 
of2.2 billion Facehook users without their consent. This proposal not only violates the FTC Consent 
Order, but the privacy rights of Facebook's 2.2 billion users. 

The Social Science One study should be suspended pending a determination by the FTC 
regarding Facebook's compliance with the 2011 Consent Order. 

Ill. Facebook's Prior Relations with Researchers Have Raised Significant Questions 

F aeebook has a sordid history of privacy violations when doing research, and Social Science 
One is inadequately prepared to protect the privacy of its research subjects. Social Science One 
represents that" All research projects must pass the standard peer-review protocols of academic 
social science, with the addition of a special ethical review designed for the unique challenges of 

16 Letter from EPIC to S. Corom on the Judiciary, (Apr. 9, 201S), https:llepic.orgltestimony/congress/EPIC
SJC-F aeebook -Apr20 IS. pdf. 
11 lnfonnation Commissioner's Office,Investigation Into the Use of Data Analytics In Political Campaigns, 
(Jul. 1 0, 20 lS)~ h ttps :lIico.org. uklmedialaction-wevc-takenl22593 71 /investigation-into-data-analytics-for
~olitical-purposes-update .pdf. 
8 Fed. Trade Comm 'n., Statement by the Acting Director of FTC 's Bureau of Consumer Protection 

Regarding Reported Concerns about Facebook Privacy Practices (Mar. 26, 2018), bttps:llwww.ftc.gov/news
eventslpress-releasesJ20 18/03/statement -acting-dircctor-fics-bureau -consumer-protection. 
I'M 
20 See, EPIC, State AGs Launch Facebook Investigation, (Mar. 26, 2018), https:llcpic.orgl2018/03/state-ags
launch-faccbook-inve.bunl. 
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analyzing the types of questions and data. ,,11 As you are aware, Cambridge Analytica was able to 
exploit data because Facebook gave improper access to an academic researcher. Therefore, the fact 
that this research will be subject to standard peer-review protocols and Facebook's ethical review 
methods...:....as research using Facebook data has been subject to in the past-does not sufficiently 
address the privacy risks. 

Facebook's record with researchers indicates a disregard for user privacy and consent. In 
2012, Facebook conducted an experiment that secretly manipulated useremotioris by seeing if 
exposing users to more positive or negative content in their News Feed would affect their posting 
bchaviors.D This was done by running randomized AlB testing on Faeebook's platform, and Social 
Science One has stated that it is considering using data from randomized AlB tests run on 
Faeebook's platfonn in the future .23 Social Science One has not adequately addressed the ethical 
mistakes Faeebook has made in the past and indicated how it will conduct its research differently. 

IV 0 Voting data are extremely sensitive 

Data on an individual's political views and voting habits are among the most sensitive types 
of personal information. Social Science One plans to combine post-election surveys (from Mexico, 
Brazil, Sweden, United States, and India) with Facebook data to research the effect of social media 
on elections.2A Anonymity is a fundamental aspect of voting rights in the U.S. and in many other 
countries. Matching data on how people voted with their detailed Facebook profiles threaten to 
undennine that fundamental right. 

The public cares deeply about the confidentiality of their voting data. Last year the 
Presidential Election Commission sought to wrongfully obtain voter data from all 50 states for the 
alleged purpose -of investigating voter fraud. There was a public outcry, and many states refused to 
turn over tJieir voter rolls to the federal government. EPIC (and several other groups) sued the 
Commission because its collection of the personal data of millions of registered voters was an 
unconstitutional invasion of privacy and its failure to conduct a Privacy Impact Assessment violated 
the E-Government Act.2j The Commission was disbanded following the public opposition and 
lawsuits.2fi 

V. Violation of GDPR 

Thc General Data Protection Regulation (uGDPR") applies to the processing of personal data 
that monitors the behavior of individuals within the European Union. The heightened requirements 
of the GDPR will apply to the research proposed by Social Scienct:! DDt:!, even if the processing 
occurs in the US. 

2: bttps:llsocialscience.oneJoverview 
Zl EPIC, In re Facebook (Psychological Study), https:llwww.epic.orglprivacy/intcrnetlftclfaccbooklpsycho/. 
2J https:!lsocialscicnce.onC/futW'C~datasets 
2" https:!lsocialscience.onelfuture-datasets. 
2j EPIC v. Commission, https:llepic.orglprivacyllitigationlvoter/epic-vocommission/. 
26 Executive Order 13820 (Jan. 3, 2018), https:llepic.orglprivacyllitigationlvoter/epic-v
cornmissionlEPI C-v -Comrni ssion-termination-cxec-order -01 03 18. pdf. 
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In particular, Article 9 oftbe GDPR stipulates that ''processing ofpersooal data revealing 
racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious or philosophical beliefs, or trade union 
membership, and the processing of genetic data, biometric data for the purpose of uniquely 
identifying a natural person, data concerning health pr data concerning a natural person 's sex life or 
sexual orientation shall be prohibited" The profiles of2.2 billion Facebook users encompass 
virtually all of these sensitive data categories, which require the strictest safeguards for processing 
under the ODPR even for academic research purposes. 

The scope and purposes of the research proposed by Social Science One fail to meet the 
exemption for the processing of special categories of personal data on academic research grounds. 

Article 89(1) of the GDPR requires that "processing for archiving purposes in the public 
interes~ scientific or historical research purposes or statistical purposes, shall be subject to 
appropriate safeguards, in accordance with this Regulation, for the rights and freedoms of the data 
subject. Those safeguards shall ensure that technical and organisational measures are in place in 
particular in order to ensure respect for the principle of data minimisation. Those measures may 
include pseudonymisation provided that those purposes can be fulfilled in that manner .. ... 

Article 9(2)6) of the GDPR requires that the extent ofproeessing sensitive data for the 
purposes of academic research shall only be allowed if adheres to Article 89( 1) and is "proportionate 
to the aim pursued, respect the essence of the right to data protection and provide for suitable and 
specific measures to safeguard the fundamental rights and the interests of the data subject" 

The emphasis lies on data minimization foremost, then strict pseudonymization. Social 
Science One 's access to 2.2 billion Facebook users' data in no way demonstrates either safeguard to 
meet the requirements of the GDPR. Due to the immensity and gnmularity of data disclosed by 
Facebook, the purposes of safeguarding the fundamental rights and interests of the data subject can 
no longer be achieved by pseudonymization, or "de-identification." 

First, the sheer extent of data available to Social Science One violates a fundamental tenet of 
the GDPR-data minimization (Article 5). The research groups have not taken any active steps to 
implement technical and organizational measures to limit the processing of sensitive data. By 
accepting access to this massive trove of sensitive personal information, the groups have also failed 
to adequately assess thc risks to the rights and freedoms of individuals as per GDPR Recital 75, and 
violated the rights to information about processing and access to data for individuals (Articles 13 and 
15). There remain significant risks for the unauthorized reversal of pseudonymization with 
catastrophic effects 00 the privacy of individuals. This already constitutes multiple violations oftbe 
GDPR. 

Secondly, reports that the researchers will share access to Facebook's proprietary user data 
indicate that Social Science One has no technical or organizational measures in place to 
pseudonymize data to the standard required by the GDPR. Recital 29 requires "additional 
information for attributing the personal data to a specific data subject [to be] kept separately." The 
groups have not implemented this, as evidenced by today's Wall Street Journal report: "to determine 
which data sets to release, a half-dozen primary researchers will have broad access to Facebook's 
proprietary user data, said Gary King, a social science professor at Harvard University and one of the 
co-chairs of the research group." 
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Furthennore, Article 29 Working Party's Opinion OS/2014 on Anonymisation Techniques 
established that de-identification must be "irreversible." This is a higher bar than simply removing 
personally identifiable information such as names and birthdays from perhaps the most 
comprehensive dataset ever compiled. Therefore, this proposed study violates EU data protection 
laws and irresponsibly imperils the privacy rights of individuals. 

Conclusion 

This research initiative violates U.S. and European Jaw. Social Science One should suspend 
its research until the FTC is able to complete a full investigation. You say that you intend to conduct 
this research "according to the highest standards of data privacy .. 27 but there is not even a designated 
privacy official to help make this detennination. 

The concerns that EPIC has outlined in this letter are widely shared. We urge you to consider 
carefully the consequences of the misuse ofpersonaJ data that may result from this undertaking. 

Sincerely. 

lsi .'Marc 1Wteniierg 
Marc Rotenberg 

lsi Cfiristine :Bannan 
Christine Bannan 

EPIC President EPIC Administrative Law and Policy FeUow 

lsi Sunny Xa!1fJ 
SunnyKang 

lsi Sam Lester 
Sam Lester 

EPIC International Consumer Counsel EPIC CODsumer Privacy Fellow 

Cc: Commissioners of the US Federal Trade Commission 
Chair of the European Union Data Protection Board 

27 https:l!socialscience,onc!our-facebook-partnership 
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In the Matter of 

Facebook, Inc. and 
Facial Recognition 

Before the 
FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 

Washington, DC 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Complaint, Request for Investigation, Injunction, and Other Relief 

Submitted by 

The Electronic Privacy Information Center, The Campaign for a Commercial Free 
Childhood, The Center for Digital Democracy, The Constitutional Alliance, Consumer 

Action, The Consumer Federation of America, Consumer Watchdog, The Cyber Privacy 
Project, Defending Rights & Dissent, The Government Accountability Project, The Privacy 
Rights Clearinghouse, Patient Privacy Rights, The Southern Poverty Law Center, and The 

U.S. Public Interest Research Group 

I. Introduction 

I. This complaint concerns recent changes in Facebook's business practices that 
threaten user privacy and violate the 201 I Consent Order with the Federal Trade 
Commission. As set forth in detail below, Facebook now routi nely scans photos for 
biometric facia l matches without the consent of the image subject. Moreover, the 
company seeks to advance its fac ial recognition techniques by deceptively enlisting 
Facebook users in the process of ass ign ing identity to photo images. This unwanted, 
unnecessary, and dangerous identification of individuals undermines user privacy, 
ignores the explicit preferences of Facebook users, and is contrary to law in several 
states and many parts of the world. The Commiss ion must undertake an investigation, 
enjoin these unlawful practices , estab li sh sanctions, and provide appropri ate 
remedies. 

2. The 20 1 I Consent Order is clear: Part I of the proposed order prohibited Facebook 
from misrepresenting the privacy or security of "covered information. ,,1 According to 
the proposed order, "'Covered information' is defined broadly as ' infonnation from 
or about an individual consumer, including but not limited to: ... (e) photos and 
videos .. . ",2 Part II of the proposed order required Facebook to "give its users a clear 
and prominent notice and obtain their affirmative express consent before sharing their 
previously-collected in formation with third parties in any way that materiall y exceeds 

I Federal Trade Commission, Facebook. Inc.: Analysis of Proposed COl/sent Order To Aid Public Comment , 76 Fed. 
Reg. 75883 (Dec. 5, 20 11), https: l/www.ftc.gov/sitesld_efaul01le~doc_uments/federal regis ter notices/facebook..: 
inc.analysis-proposed-conssn,,=-order-aid-public-comment-proposed-consent-agreementLllJ 205facebookfrn.J!:4f. 
2 fd. (emphasis added). 
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the restrictions imposed by their privacy settings."] Part IV "requires Facebook to 
establish and maintain a comprehensive privacy program that is reasonably des igned 
to: ( I) Address privacy risks related to the de ve lopment and management of new and 
existing products and services, and (2) protect the privacy and confidentiality of 
covered information. The privacy program must be documented in writing and must 
contain controls and procedures appropriate to Facebook's size and complexity, the 
nature and scope of its activities, and the sensitivity of covered infonnation.',4 

3. Facebook violated the 20 1 J Consent Order in multiple ways. Facebook's changes to 
its facial recognition practices exposed users' covered information in a way that 
materi all y exceeded the restrictions imposed by their privacy settings. Moreover, 
Facebook did not provide users with clear and prominent notice nor obtain their 
affirmative express consent before enacting these changes. Facebook also 
misrepresented the privacy and security of covered information. Finally, Facebook 
failed to estab lish and maintain a comprehensive privacy program to address the 
privacy ri sks of new and existing products and to protect the privacy and 
confidentiality of covered information. 

n. The Parties 

4. The Electronic Privacy Information Center ("EPIC") is a not-for-profit research 
center based in Washington, D.C. EPIC focuses on emerging privacy and civil 
liberties issues and is a leading consumer advocate before the Federal Trade 
Commission. The 20 II FTC Consent Order arises from a se ries of complaints filed 
by EPIC from 2009 to 201 1 concern ing materi al changes to privacy settings made by 
Facebook. EPIC has continued to advocate for the Commission's enforcement of 
consent decrees to ensure that companies adhere to their obligations to consumer 
pnvacy. 

5. The Campaign for a Commercial Free Childhood ("CCFC") is a national advocacy 
organization dedicated to countering the harmful effects of commercialism on 
children. CCFC organizes campaigns against corporations that target children with 
harmful marketing, helps parents and profess ionals reduce the amount of time kids 
spend with ad-supported screens, and advocates for policies that limit marketers' 
access to children. 

6. The Center for Digital Democracy ("COD") is a not-for-profit D.C.-based 
organization focused on protecting consumers in the digital marketplace.s During the 
1990's (and then operating as the Center for Media Education) its work to protect 
privacy on the Internet led to the passage of the Children's Online Protection Act 
(COPPA) by Congress in 1998.6 COD's advocacy on the Google-Doublecl ick merger 
played a major role in the FTC's decision to address privacy concerns arising from 

3 / d. (emphasis added). 
4 Id. (emphasis added). 
5 etf. for Digi tal Democracy, AboUf CDD, http: //www.democraticmedia.orglabout-cdd. 
6 Katherine C. Montgomery, Gel/eratiol/ Digital, MIT Press, http://mitpress.mit.edulbooks/generation-digita1. 
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online behavioral advertising. 7 Through a series of complaints filed at the 
commiss ion, COD has brought attention to privacy concerns with mobile devices, 
real-time tracking and targeting platfonns, social media, and from the data broker 
industry. COD's four-year campaign to ensure that COPPA was effecti vely 
implemented across all major platforms and app lications resulted in the FTC's 
December 2012 decision to strengthen its rules on children 's privacy. 

7. The Constitutional Alliance is the only national organization in the United States that 
specifically focuses on the issue of the use of biometrics, including but not limited to 
Facial Recognition Technology (FRT). We work with state lawmakers and Congress 
to educate our elected representatives on the ri sk to a free society, when FRT is used 
by government and corporations. The Constitutional Alliance opposes the use of 
biometrics by any company absent informed consent, which includes a customer/user 
must need to opt-in before their biometrics can be used. Further, the biometrics of an 
individual must not be able to be shared with other companies and/or entities without 
the knowledge and consent of the customer/user. 

8. Consumer Act ion has been a champion of underrepresented consumers nationwide 
since 1971. A non-profit 50 I (c)(3) organization, Consumer Action focuses on 
consumer education that empowers low- and moderate-income and limited-English
speaking consumers to financially prosper. It also advocates for consumers in the 
media and before lawmakers to advance consumer rights and promote industry-wide 
change. 

9. The Consumer Federation of America (CF A) is an assoc iation of non-profit consumer 
organizations that was estab li shed in 1968 to advance the consumer interest through 
research , advocacy, and education. 

10. Consumer Watchdog is a nonprofit, nonparti san, public interest corporation organized 
to represent the interests of consumers and taxpayers. A core focus of Consumer 
Watchdog's Privacy and Technology Project is protecting people 's on li ne privacy and 
enabling them to have control over data about them. 

11. The Cyber Privacy Project (CPP) addresses issues about privacy raised in a 
networked world. In upholding the belief that privacy is essential to democratic 
society, Cyber Privacy Project anchors its approach in reali zing the beneficial 
potential of the Constitution, laws, and policies of the U.S. CPP call s for 
implementation of privacy protections based on First Amendment rights of privacy 
and anonymity, Fourth Amendment ri ghts against unreasonable searches and 
seizures, the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment rights to due process and protection of 
liberty, and Article IV Privileges and Immunities to Trave l and Work. It also ca ll s 
upon similar principles in international human rights documents, state constitutions, 
and codes of ethics. CPP particularly questions the proliferation of digital 

7 Louise Story, F.T.C Approves DOllbleclick Deal, N.Y. Times, Dec. 2 1, 2007, at C3 , 
http: //www.llytimes.comil007 / 1 2121 /busj ness/21 adso. him I. 
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photography requirements, interoperability and recognition as magni fying privacy 
violations. 

12. Defending Rights & Dissent ("ORAD") is a not- fo r-profit public education and 
advocacy organization based in Washington, DC. The mission of the organization is 
to strengthen participatory democracy by protecting the ri ght to political expression. 
The ability to sa feguard one's privacy is recognized as an important factor in 
protecting free speech and express ion. Given the role of Facebook as a modern-day 
town square where matters of public concern are debated, ORAD is concerned that 
continued violations of user ' s privacy by Facebook adversely impact the ri ghts of 
Facebook users to freely engage in politica l express ion. 

13. The Government Accountability Project ("GAP") is a non-profit, non-parti san public 
interest organization that promotes government and corporate accountabili ty by 
litigating whistleblower cases, publicizing whistleblowers' concerns, and developing 
legal reforms to support the ri ghts of employees to use speech ri ghts to chall enge 
abuses of power that betray the public trust. GAP, as an organization committed to 
protecting the public from the effects of an unaccountable institutions-illegali ty, 
corruption, abuses of authority, and dangers to fundamental public interests- joins 
thi s Complaint. 

14. Pati ent Privacy Rights (PPR) was founded in 2004 by Deborah C. Pee l, MD . Our 
mission is to honor and empower the individual's right to privacy through personal 
control of hea lth in fonnation wherever such infonnation is co ll ected and used. Patient 
Privacy Rights educates, collaborates and partners with people to ensure privacy in 
law, policy, technology, and max imize the benefits from the use of personal health 
infonnation with consent. PPR is recognized as the world ' s most prominent human 
and civil rights organization dedicated to restoring hea lth privacy. PPR projects 
include leading a biparti san coalition of 50+ organizations representing 10.3M people 
who want to control personal health data. The coalition successfull y pressed for tough 
new penalties fo r data breaches and new privacy protections in HITECH and other 
federal regulations. 

15. The Privacy Rights Clearinghouse (PRC) is a 50 I (c )(3) nonpro fit consumer education 
and advocacy organization, located in San Diego, California. Establi shed in 1992, 
PRC's miss ion is to engage, educate, and empower consumers to protect their 
privacy. PRC publishes extensive consumer education resources, prov ides one· to·one 
assistance, and advocates for strong privacy protections. 

16. The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) is a not-for· profit organization that uses 
litigation, education, and other forms of advocacy to fight hate, di sc rimination, and 
other forms of unfairness. In 201 7, it launched a digital literacy campaign to provide 
tools and lesson plans to help educators teach their students about, among other 
things, the impact of online acti vity on their personal privacy and about how 
companies mine socia l media data. The SPLC is also concerned about the poss ible 
misuse of social media data fo r law enforcement purposes. 
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17. U.S. Public lnterest Research Group serves as the national federation of state PlRGs, 
which are non-profit, non-parti san public interest advocacy organizations that take on 
powerful interests on behalf of their members. U.S. PIRG has long advocated at the 
state and national level for greater consumer control of their information, greate r data 
security and greater accountability for data co llectors. U.S. PIRG has filed , or co
filed, numerous petitions and complaints to the FTC on issues including data brokers, 
the lnternet ecosystem and the general sharing, selling and scoring of personal 
information. 

III. The Privacy Risks of Facial Recognition 

18. Facial recognition systems include computer-based biometric techniques that detect 
and identify human faces. 8 

19. The National Academy of Sciences has stated: 

The success of large-sca le or public biometric systems is dependent on gaining 
broad public acceptance of their va lidity. To achieve thi s goal , the ri sks and 
benefits of using such a system must be clearl y presented. Public fears about 
using the system, including ... concerns about theft or misuse of information, 
should be addressed.9 

20. There is significant controversy surrounding the use of facial recognition technology. 
Private companies covertly deploy facial recognition techniques to obtain the identity 
of unsuspecting individuals. For example, Madison Square Garden deploys facial 
recognition on attendees at public sporting events: 10 

The technology uses cameras to capture images of people, and then an 
algorithm compares the images to a database of photographs to help 
identify the person and, when used for security purposes, to determine if 
the person is considered a problem. The technology, which is sometimes 
used for marketing and promotions, has raised concerns over personal 
privacy and the security of any data that is stored by the system. 

21. Commercial deployment of facial recognition is also pervasive in the advertising 
industry. For example, Unilever has utilized facial scanning to measure shoppers' 
emotional engagement with on-shelf di splays. I I 

8 EPIC, Facial Recognition, http: //cpic.org/privacy/faccrccognitionl; see also John D. Woodward, ct a I, 
Rand, Biometrics: A Look at Facial Recognition 8-9 (2003), available at 
hltp: /lwww.rand.org/contentldamlrandlpubsldocumented briefings/2005/DB396.pdf. 
9 National Academy of Sciences, Biometric Recogl/itiol/: Challenges al/d Opportunifies (Reporl in Brie.D 7 (20 10), 
available at hltp :l/siles.nalionalacadem ies.org/cstb/CurrentProj ects/CSTB 059722 . 
10 Kevin Draper, Madisol/ Square Garden Has Used Face-Scal/ning Technology on Customers, N.Y. Times, Mar. 13 , 
2018, at B8, https :l/www.nytimes.com/20 18/03/ 13/sportslfacial- recognition-madison-square-garden.hlml. 
II Michael Barnett, Unilever lrials in-store/acial recognition technology, Marketing Week, (Mar. 7, 20 18), 
https :l Iwww.marketingweek.coml20 18103/07 luni lever -in-store-facial-recogn i tion/. 
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22. EPIC's Jeramie Scott has explained the privacy and surveillance issues of commercial 
deployment of facial recognition: 12 

As large institutions begin using facial recogmtlOn on the public, it 
normalizes a privacy-invasive technology that lacks meaningful 
safeguard s. The lack of regulation of facial recognition and other 
biometric surveillance methods means the data collected and used now for 
one purpose can easily be utilized for purposes not even imagined yet and 
without the consent from the targets of the technology. Each instant where 
mass surve illance is implemented, especially where little to no regulation 
exists like it does with facial recognition, takes us one step closer to 
ubiquitous surveillance and one step farther from the liberties we are 
supposed to hold dear. 

23 . The use of facial recognition technology by govemments al so rai se significant 
privacy concerns. 

24. The United States Custom and Border Protection ("CBP"), Department of Homeland 
Security ("DHS"), and the Federal Bureau of lnvestigation ("FBI") coordinate 
various programs on facial recognition technology that raise substantial privacy and 
civil liberties concerns. 

25. Facial recognition technology can be done covertl y, even remotely, and on a mass 
scale. There is little that individuals can do to prevent co llection of one's image. 
Participation in society invo lves expos ing one's face. Ubiquitous and near effortless 
identification eliminates individuals' ab ility to control their identities and poses a 
special ri sk to the First Amendment ri ghts of free association and free expression, 
particularly to those who engage in lawful protests. 

26. Governments around the world seek access to images of political organizers to obtain 
actual ident ities and to enable investigation and prosecution. 

27. In Canada, police coordinated with the Canadian Bankers Association to deplor facial 
recognition software to identi fy protestors at the 2010 G20 summit in Toronto. 3 

28. In Iran, government agents have posted pictures of political activ ists online and used 
"crowd-sourcing" to identify individuals. 14 There is also evidence that Iranian 

12 Dave Zirin and Andrew Tan- Delli Cieehi, Fans Are the Target of Madison Square Garden's New Facial
Recognition Technology: Facial recognition is a threat 10 privacy alld the lates/frontier ill surveillance. The Nation 
(M ar. 23, 20 1 8)" hUps:/ /www.thenation.com/article/fans-are-the- target -0 f-mad ison-sg uare- gardens-new -facial
recognition-technology/, 
1] Ashley Csanady, Police usingfadal recognition software /0 help ID G20 suspects, National Post, (l uI. 15,20 I 0), 
http: //nationalpost.comlposted-toronto/police-using-facial-recognition-software-to-help-id-g20-suspects. 
14 Robert Mackey, The Lede: Updates on fran's Disputed Election, N.Y. Times, l un. 24, 2009" 
http: //thelede.blogs.nytimes-,-con'!L2009/06/24/1atest-updates-on-irans-disputed-electiQ.n-5/. 
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researchers are working on developing and improving facial recognition technology 
to identify political di ss idents. IS 

29. Facebook currently grants government access to user infonnation on merely a "good 
faith belieF' that the di sclosure is required by law or when it is necessary to protect 
Facebook from people it believes are violating its "Statement of Rights of 
Responsibilities. ,,16 

30. Following earlier efforts by consumer privacy organizations, the FTC acknowledged 
the privacy concerns rai sed by the commercial use of facial recognition: 

[T]he use of facial recognition technologies can raise privacy concerns. 
For example, panelists voiced concerns that databases of photos or 
biometric data may be susceptible to breaches and hacking. Further, 
panelists di scussed how some consumers may perceive digital signs 
equipped with cameras using facial recognition technologies as invading 
their privacy because they can detect consumers from a distance and 
process their images without their knowledge or consent." 

Perhaps of most concern, panelists surmised that advances in facial 
recognition technologies may end the ability of individuals to remain 
anonymous in public places. For example, a mobile app that could, in real
time, identify anonymous individuals on the street or in a bar could cause 
serious privacy and physical safety concerns, although such an app might 
have benefits for some consumers. Further, companies could match 
images collected by digital signs with other information to identify 
customers by name and target highly-personalized ads to them based on 
past purchases, or other personal information available about them online. 
Social networks could identify non-users of the site - including children
to existing users, by comparing uploaded images against a database of 
identified photos. 17 

3 1. EPIC has previously advised the Commission that, "[ c]entral to the meaningful 
safeguards to face recognition technology are (I) subject control over image 
enrollment, (2) subject control over the process ing and identification of images, (3) 

15 Mclika Abbasian Nik, Mohammad Mahdi Dchshibi, and Azam Bastanfard, Iranian Face Database and 
Evalliation willi a New Deteclion Algorithm, In Proc. of 2nd BEC (2007) 
http: //dehshibi.comlfi les/papers/lranian%20Face%20Database%20and%20Evaluation%20with%20a%20new%20de 
tection.pdf. 
16 Facebook, Privacy Policy, http://www.facebook.com/policy.php. 
17 Fed. Trade Comm'n, Facing Facls: Best Practices for Common Uses of Facial Recognition Technologies, (Oct. 
20 I 2), https:llwww.ftc.gov Isites/default! file sldocumentslreports/facing -facts-best -practices-common-uses-facial
recogn ition-technologies/ 12 I 022 fac ialtechrp1.pd f. 
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transparency in the functioning, use, and purpose of the facial recognition system, and 
(4) independent accountability of the image processing entity.18 

32. Facebook has fa iled to adopt one or more of these safeguards in violation of the 20 II 
FTC Consent Order. 

IV. Facebook' s Deployment of Facial Recognition Techniques 

A. Facebook's Size and Reach Are Unparalleled Among Social Networking Sites 

33 . Facebook is the largest social network service provider in the United States. There are 
over 2.1 3 billion monthly active Facebook users worldwide, of whom 2 J 4 million are 
American. 19 

34. Approximately 350 million photos are uploaded every day, with 14.58 million photo 
uploads per hour. 20 

B. Facebook's Early Development of Facial Recognition Technology Was Dcpendent 
on Collecting Biometric Data on Users Without Knowledge or Consent 

35 . Facebook's facial recognition technology works by generating a biometric signature 
for users who are tagged in photos on Facebook, i.e. using "summary data" from 
"photo comparisons." This representation of biometric information, based on the 
user' s facial image is availab le to Facebook but not to the user. 

36. Facebook co llects facial recognition data through a deceptive practice: it suggests a 
tag identifying a user, for the user to confirm by approving the suggestion. Facebook 
routinely encourages users to "tag," others, i.e. provide actual identifying information 
about themselves, their friends, and other people they may recognize. Facebook does 
not explain that this practice enables the company to identi fy images in other 
contexts. 

37. Facebook associates the tags with a user' s account, compares what these tagged 
photos have in common and stores a summary of this compari son. 

38. Facebook compares uploaded photos "to the summary information we've stored 
about what your tagged photos have in common." 

39. Facebook' s Help Center describes this technology as "[analyzing) the pixels in photos 
and videos, such as your profile picture and photos and videos that you 've been 
tagged in , to calculate a unique number, which we ca ll a template. We compare other 

18 EPI C, 11/ Ihe Maller of Facebook. Inc. alld Ihe Fadal ldelllificalioi/ of Users (EPIC ComplaiJII. Reqlleslfor 
Investigation. II/jllnction. and Olher Relief) (J un. 10,20 I I), 
https:llepic.org/privacy/facebookiEPIC FB FR FTC Complaint 06 10 Il.pdf. 
19 See. Zephoria Digital Marketing, The Top 20 Valuable Facebook Stalislics - Upda/ed March 2018. 
https:llzephoria.comltop-15-valuable-facebook -statistics/. 
2° / d. 
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photos and videos on Facebook to this template and if we find a match we ' ll 
recognize you. ,,21 

40. The Tag Suggestions technology identifi es users in photos without their consent. 
However, Facebook gave no clear and conspicuous notice to users and failed to 
obtain meaningful express consent prior to collect ing "Photo Comparison Data," 
generating unique biometric identifiers , and linking biometric identifiers with 
individual users. 

41. Facebook' s subsequent facial recognition technique ("2018 Facial Recognition 
Practice") notifies users when their biometric face print is detected on an image, even 
if it has not been tagged by another user. 

42. The 20 18 Facial Recognition Practice derives biometric data from Facebook users in 
a materially different manner than Facebook represented when they first collected the 
data using Tag Suggestions. 

C. Facebook Never Obtained Affirmative Express Consent for Any Use of Facial 
Recognition Technology and Continues to Benefit from its Privacy 
M.isrepresentations 

43. Facebook never obtained "affirmative express consent" for its deployment of facial 
recognition, as required by Part Ii of the 2011 Consent Order. The Commiss ion' s 
analys is of the Order makes clear that Facebook must "give its users a clear and 
prominent notice and obtain their affinnative express consent before sharing their 
previously-collected information with third parties in any way that materially exceeds 
the restrictions imposed by their privacy settings."n 

44. Since 20 10, Facebook deployed extensive facial recognition practices on an opt-out 
basis without providing clear and conspicuous notice, without obtain ing users ' 
afftrmative express consent, and without effectively guiding users on how to opt-out 
of the default Tag Suggestions setting. 

45. In 20 13, Facebook abruptly lifted its brief suspension of the Tag Suggestions program 
despite significant backlash, and automatically reinstated it for every user in the 
United States. 

46. A review of the company' s approach to facia l recognition from 2010 to 2018 clearly 
inva lidates any claim of implied or continuing consent that could justify the 
implementation of the 20 18 Practice without renewed and affirmative consent. 

i. No User Consent Obtained for Tag Suggestions in 2010-2011 

47. In 20 10, Facebook announced face detection technology for photos: 

21 Facebook, Help Center. How does Facebook'sface recognitiol/ work'!, 
https:llwww.facebook.comlhelp/218540514842030. 
22 Facebook, Inc. , Proposed Consent Order (emphasis added). 
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You now can add tags with just a couple of clicks directly from your home 
page and other sections of the site, using the same face detection 
technology that cameras have llsed for years . . . With this new feature , 
tagging is faster since you don't need to select a face. It's already selected 
for you, just like those rectangles you see around your friends' faces when 
yOli take a photo with a modern digital camera. A ll that's left for you to do 
. d I . '3 IS type a name an lIt enteC 

48. Facebook subsequently announced in 20 lOa bulk tagging technology for photos: 

When people upload a set of photos, they are often of events like 
weddings and birthday parties where people are with the same group of 
fri ends and fam il y. With our new uploader, you will be able to tag 
multiple photos in the same album all at once, as well as tag photos of the 
same person with a lot less effort. 24 

49. At the outset, Sam Odio, Facebook Photo Products Manager, attempted to di stinguish 
Facebook's "face detection" and "bulk tagg ing" techniques from facia l recognition 
technology: 

This isn't face recognition ... Picasa and iPhoto--they'll detect a face and 
say, "This is Sam," and they' ll suggest that it's Sam. We're not doing that. 
We're not linking any faces to profiles automatica ll y. Ri~ht now, we want 
to stay away from that because it's a very touchy subject. 5 

50. In 20 11 , Facebook's Justin Mitchell revised the characterization of photo tagging 
Facebook Photos, acknowledging that Facebook was now deploying "face 
recognition" techniques. 

When you or a friend upload new photos, we use face recognitIOn 
software-similar to that found in many photo editing tools-to match 
your new photos to other photos you're tagged in. We group similar photos 
together and, whenever poss ible, suggest the name of the friend in the 
photos. If for any reason you don't want your name to be suggested, you 
will be able to di sable suggested tags in your Privacy Settings. Just click 
'Customize Settings' and 'Suggest photos of me to fri ends.' Your name wi ll 
no longer be suggested in photo tags, though fr iends can still tag you 

23 Sam Odio, Making Photos Befter, Facebook 810g (J u1. 1,20 I 0), 
http: //blog.facebook. comlb log. ph p1post=40383 8 5 82 130. 
14 Sam Odio, More Beauliful Photos, Facebook 810g (Sept. 30, 2010), 
http: //blog.facebook. comlb log. ph p1post=4 3 26 7024 2 130. 
25 Carol ine McCarthy, Facebook Photos Gel High Resolution. Bulk Tagging, CNET (Sep1.30, 
20 I 0), https: / /www.cnet.comlnewslfacebook -photos-get -h igh-resol ution-bu Ik -taggin w. 
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manual~ y. We noti fy you whe~ you're tagged, and you. can unta~lourse l f 
at any tllne. As always, onl y fnends can tag each other 111 photos.-

5 1. Facebook later announced that it had deployed "Tag Suggestions" technology over 
the last several months, and that the technology had been available internationa lly. 
Facebook did not provide users with any other notice about thi s fac ial recognition 
technology.27 

52. Facebook admitted in a later statement, that "we should have been more clear during 
the roll-out process when thi s became ava ilable to them.,,28 (At the date of thi s 
complaint, the blog post apologizing fo r user confusion in the roll-out process of Tag 
Suggestions has been removed from Facebook Newsroom. ) 

53 . However, in each subsequent deployment of fac ial recognition techniques for the 
ensuing eight years, Facebook has made no effort to recti fy that matter or to allow 
users to opt-in if they so choose. 

54. Facebook's automated identification of fac ial images continues to occur in the 
absence of any user intervention. 

55. Facebook enables Tag Suggestions by default; users may opt-out if they are aware of 
the default setting, but do not affirmatively opt-in to Tag Suggestions or subsequent 
facial recognition techniques. 

ii. Post-FTC Consent Decree, 2013: Facebook Automatically Reinstated Tag 
Suggestions without User Consent 

56. In 201 2, Facebook was ~ue st i oned by the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on facial 
recognition technology.2 In response to a question on why the platfonn does not 
implement an opt-in choice for users rather than turning on Tag Suggestions by 
default, Facebook Privacy and Policy manager Rob Sherman answered:30 

Facebook itself is an opt-in experi ence. People choose to be on Facebook 
because they want to share with each other. We think that it 's the right 
choice to let people who are uncomfortable with it to dec ide to opt out. 

26 Justin Mitchcll, Making Phoro Tagging Easier, Facebook Blog, (J une 7, l Oll ), 
http: //blog.faccbook.com/blog.php?post=467 145887130. 
27 Tiffany Kaiscr, Facebook Prompl.~ More Privacy Anxieties with Facial Recognition Fealllre, DailyTcch, Junc 8, 
lO l l , 
http: //www .dailytcch.com/Faccbook+Prompts+Morc+Privacy+Anxicties+with+Fac iaI+ Rccognition+FeatuTe/article 
2 IS4S.htm? 
28 Alexei Oroskovic, Facehook Facial Recognition Technology Sparks Renewed COl/cerns. Reuters, June S, 10 I I, 
http: //www.reuters.comlarticle/lO 11/06/0S/us-faceboo k -id U S TRE 7 5 70C220 II 060S. 
29 Ricardo Bilton, Facebook hit with rough questions ollfacial recognition in Senate hearing (July IS, 20 12), 
Venture Beat, hups:1 Iventurebeat.coml20 11107/1 S/faceboo k -hit -with-tough -questions-on-fac ial-recognition-in
senate-hearing/. 
30 ld. 
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57. This response was heavily scrutinized by Senator Blumenthal and Senator Franken 
for deflecting the question on Facebook's lack of infonned choice mechanisms that 
enable users to fully understand the ir enrollment in facial recognition, the privacy 
implications of the technology, and to easily withdraw from tag suggestions. 3

] 

58. The Office of the Data Protection Commissioner, lreland published a comprehensive 
assessment of Facebook's data practices as part of an audit to investigate Facebook's 
compliance with European privacy laws.32 As a result of scrutiny from European data 
protection regulators, Facebook di scontinued facial recognition by automatic photo 

. . E JJ taggmg m urope. 

59. In late 20 12, Facebook temporarily suspended Tag Suggestions in the United States 
after sign ificant public backlash by consumer privacy groups. In a press release, 
Facebook claimed that it will "make improvements to the tool 's efficiency" without 
specifying when or how Tag Suggestions wi ll be re-engineered to address salient user 
pnvacy concerns. 

60. In 2013, Facebook automatically reinstated Tag Suggestions for users in the United 
States without any addi tional safeguards to address consumer privacy concerns. Tag 
Suggestions were enabled by default fo r every user in America. 34 

31 T.C. Sotlek, Senator A! Franken grills FBI. Facebook. and others onf acia! recognition technology, The Verge, 
July 18, 2012, https:llwww.thevcrge.comI20 12171 18/3167864/senator-al-franken-£bi-facebook-facial- reeognition
hearing. 
J2 Data Protection Commissioner, Report of Review of Facebook Ireland's Implementation of Audit 
Recommendations Pub!ishell - Facebook turns ojJTag Suggest in the EU, https:llwww.dataprotection.ie/doesI21-
09-12-Press-Rc1ease .. Facebook-lrc1and-Audit-Review-Reportil233.htm; see also. EPIC, EPIC Recommends 
Safeguards For Facial Recognition TechnoloID'. https:llepie.org/2014/02lepic-reeommends-safeguards-for.html . 
33 Somini Sengupta and Kevin O 'Brien, Facebook Can ID Faces. bll t Using Them Grows Tricky N.Y. Times, Sept. 
21, 2012, at A I, https:llwww .nytimes.eoml20 12/09122/technology/faeebook-backs-down-on-face-recognition-in
europe.html . 
34 Emil Protalinski, Facebook re-ellables Tag Suggestiol/sfacial-recogllitionfeature in/he US. all by default for all 
The Next Web, Feb. 1,2013, https:llthenextweb.comlfacebookl2013/02/0Ilfacebook-re-enables-tag-suggestions
facial-recognition-feature-in-the-us-on-by-default-for-all/; Paul Ducklin, Facebook is turning facial recognition 
back all - so here's how to check your ''photo tagging" set/il/gs Naked Security, Feb. 2, 2013, 
https:llnakedsecurity.sophos.coml20 13/02/02/ facebook -turns-facial-recognition -back -on/. 
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~~ Flicebook and Privacy shared a link. 

~., January 31 , 2013 '" 

As we announced last year, we temporarily suspended our photo lag 
suggestion feature to make some technical improvements. Today, we're fa
enabling the feature in the United Slates so that people can use facial 
recognition to help them easily identify a friend in a photo aM share that 
content with them. This is the same feature that millions of people previously 
used to help them quickly share billions of photos with friends and family. 

To learn mora about tag suggestions and how to control them. cheCk out our 
Help Center here: hltps:llwww.facebook.com/helpltag.suggesllons and our 

orig inal blog post here: http://biUy/tagsuggestion. If you have questions 
about tag suggestions. you can ask our Chief Privacy OffICer to answer them 
by cl~ing "Ask Erin" on the Facebook and Privacy page. 

Tagging Photos 

FACEBOQ!<; HELP CENTER 

rb Like CJ Comment f!> Share 

61 . On the "Facebook and Privacy" page, Facebook admitted that the reinstated Tag 
Suggestions was the "same feature that millions of people previously used to help 
them quickly share billions of photos with friends and family." Facebook did not 
exp licitly clarify that Tag Suggestions remained opt-out for users or explain the 
privacy implications of the default setting. 

62. The hyperlink to "learn more about tag suggestions and how to control them" did not 
direct the user to a clear and conspicuous opt-out setting. An archive of the page on 
February 1,2013 shows that the hyperlink led to Facebook's Help Center with a list 
of F AQs on "Tagging Photos." The term "facial recognition" was not used at alL 

63. Users had to scro ll down to the end of the page to locate " How can I tum off tag 
suggestions for photos of me?" Clicking on thi s link still did not direct the user to a 
clear and conspicuous opt-out setting. Instead, the page set out a 4-step instruction on 
how to navigate the user's privacy settings to exerci se opt-out. 

64. Facebook actively di scouraged users from opting out with a disclaimer that read: 

Before you opt out of using thi s feature, we encourage you to consider 
how tag suggestions benefit you and your friends. Our tagging tools 
(including group ing photos that look similar and suggesting friends who 
might be in them) are meant to make it eas ier for you to share your 
memories and experiences with your friends. 
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Before you opt out of using this feature, we encourage vou to consider how tag suggestions benefit 

vou and your frie nd s. Our tagging tools (indudlng grouping photos that look similar and suggesting 

friends who might be In them) are meant to make It easier for you to share your memorlH ud 

experiences with your friends. 

65. Facebook never obtained affinnati ve express consent to reinstate Tag Suggestions in 
201 3, and it acti vely convoluted the process of opting-out to di scourage users from 
di sabling facial recognition settings. 

66. Facebook' s claim to "respect users' ex isting privacy settings" in rolling out the 201 8 
Facial Recognition Practi ce is misleading and deceptive, and al so constitutes a 
violation of the FTC Consent Decree. 

iii . Post-FTC Consent Decree, 2014: Facebook Developed DeepFace Facial 
Recognition Technology from Analyzing User Photos 

67. In 2014, Facebook and its subsidiary Face.com published a research paper on 
DeepFace.35 Facebook presented DeepFace at the IEEE Conference on Computer 
Vision and Pattern Recognition in June 2014. 

68. At present, the post on https://research.fb.com!, entitled "Closing the Gap to Human 
Level Perfonnance in Face Verifi cation" has been deleted from Facebook.36 

69. DeepFace is an artificial intelligence system that trained on 4 million photos "from a 
popular social network" to match di fferent images of the same person using their 
biometric face print. The research claimed an accuracy rate of 97.25 percent, even 
when the images presented contextual differences in angle, lighting, and facial 

. 3'r expressIons. 

35 Tom Simonitc, Facehook Creates Software That Matches Faces Almost as Weff as You Do MIT Tcch. Rcv., (Mar. 
I 7, 20 14), https:llwww.tcchnologyrcvicw.eom/s/525 5 86/faeebook -ereates-software-that -matches-faces-almost -as
well-as-you-do/. 
36 "404 Page Not Found. It looks like noth ing was fou nd at thi s location," . 
https:llress_a-=-ch.tb--,-comlse.arch?g-%22DeepFace%3A+Closing+the+Gap+lo+Human.:. 
Level+Perfonnance+in+Face+Verification%22. 
)'7 WiiTOrer~us , Facehook 's New Fac~-iie~gll irio ll Software Is Scary Good, Slate, Mar. 18,2014, 
hltp:llwww.slate.comlblogs/fulu re tense/2014/03/18/deepface facebook face recognition software is 97 percent 

accurate.hlml. 
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(a) (b) (e) (d) 

'~: 
.. ~_ c" · .. ~ 

" . : ,. '. I' 

~. 

(e) (f) (g) (h) 

70. Facebook's unprecedented access to extensive biometric data on users enabled its 
facial recognition capacity to surpass the accuracy of systems deployed by law 
enforcement and the FBI in 2014. 38 

71. Facebook spokeswoman Lydia Chan claimed in 20 14 that, "thi s is theoreti ca l 
research, and we don ' t currently use the techniques di scussed in the paper on 
Facebook.,,39 

72. However, the research relied on Facebook's user data to expand the neural network of 
the machine learning system to increase DeepFace ' s facial recognition capabi lities. 

73. The 20 18 Facial Recognition Practice, which scans for a user' s biometric face print 
on any photo uploaded to Facebook- viewable by that user with or without tags
demonstrates that Facebook is indeed commerciall y deploying its facial recognition 
technology beyond research purposes and outside the scope of what is permitted 
under the 20 11 Consent Decree. 

38 Russell Brandom, Why Facebook is bealing the FBI alfacial recognition , The Verge, July 7, 2014, 
}lttps:1 Iwww.theverge.coml20 14/7/7/587 8069/why -facebook -is-beatin g-the-fbi -at-facial-recogn i tion . 
39 Will Oremus, supra; see also. James O'Toole, Facebook's new f ace recognit ion knows you from the side, CNN 
Tech, Apr. 4, 20 I 4, http://money.cnn.coml2014/04/04/technology/innovation/facebook-facial
recognition/index. him! . 
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iv. Post-FTC Consent Decree, 2017-2018: Faeebook Has Deployed Additional 
Facial Recognition Technology In Violation of State Biometric Information 
Privacy La\\'s 

74. Facebook currently faces a class action lawsuit alleging that it violated the Illino is 
Biometric In fo rmation Privacy Act (B IPA) when it implemented the Tag Su§gestions 
technology to extract biometric data without obtaining affinnati ve consent. 4 

75. The United States District Court fo r the Northern District of California denied 
Facebook's motion to di smiss fo r lack of standing, explaining, "Facebook insists that 
the collection of biometric in formation without notice or consent can never support 
Article III standing without ' real-world hanns' such as adverse employment impacts 
or even just 'anxiety.' That contention exceeds the law." 41 

76. Despite the court's ruling, Facebook continues to di sregard not only its obligation 
under the FTC Consent Order but the laws of several states, including Illinois, Texas 
and Washington. 42 

77. Facebook has continued to misrepresent its co llection, use and disclosure of biometric 
data knowing that state laws prohibit the use of facial recognition without affi rmative, 
express opt-in consent. 

D. No Affirmative Consent Sought in 2017-2018 to Materially Change the Use of Facial 
Templates and to Gain More Rights to Collect Biometric Data 

i. Discloses Non-Public Information in a Matter That Materially Exceeds 
Current Privacy Settings 

78. The 20 II FTC Consent Order defines non public user information as "covered 
information that is restricted by one or more privacy settings." 

79. Facebook's updated setting notifies users to "find" photos that they are in but have 
not been tagged, as long as the photo' s privacy settings allow the user to view it as a 
Fri end, Public, or Custom Audience. 

80. For example: User A posts a picture and applies the privacy setting of " Friends Only" 
and does not tag anyone; although this is non-public in fo rmation under the 201 2 
Consent Order, User B, who is a fri end of User A but has not been invited to share the 
content via a tag, will be noti fied of a facial recognition match. 

8 1. Facebook has implemented changes to the facial recognition technology that 
materi all y exceeds users' current privacy settings. As detailed below, this constitutes 
several violations of the 2011 FTC Consent Order due to Facebook's insufficient 

40 In re Facebook Biometric Illformation Privacy Litig. , No 3: 15-CY-03747-JD, Order Re Renewed Mot. 10 Dismiss, 
Dk!. No. 227 at 1, 5-7 (N.D. Cal Feb. 26, 2018). 
41 Id. 
41 See. Tex Bus & Com § 503.001 ; Wash. Rev. Code Ann. § 40.26.020 (2017). 
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notice to users on the privacy implications of additional facial recognition and its 
failure to obta in affirmative express consent. 

ii. Consent Decree Violations by Misrepresentation and Failure to Obtain 
Affirmative Express Consent 

82. Part 11(8) of the 201 1 FTC Consent Order requires Facebook to "obtain the user' s 
affirmative express consent" prior to disclosing a user ' s nonpublic user information 
by [Facebook] with any third party, which materi ally exceeds the restrictions imposed 
by a user ' s privacy settings.43 

83. Part I(A)-(8) of the 201 1 FTC Consent Order prohibits Facebook from 
misrepresenting " in any manner, expressly or by implication, the extent to which it 
maintains the privacy or security of covered information, including, but not limited 
to: 44 

A. its collection or disclosure of any covered information; 

B. the extent to which a consumer can control the privacy of any covered 
infonnation maintained by Respondent and the steps a consumer must take to 
implement such controls. 

84. According to a report by WIRED, Facebook spokesperson Rochelle Nadhiri stated 
that " the new setting is not on by default. " Nadhiri said, "[t)he new setting respects 
people's ex isting choices , so if you've already tumed off tag suggestions then your 
new face recognition setting will be off by default. If your tag suggestions setting was 
set to 'fri ends' then your face recognition setting will be set to on.',45 

85. This representation is misleading to consumers. Functionally, Facebook' s 20 18 
changes to facial recognition automatically applied to a majority of users who were 
enrolled into Tag Suggestions by default in 20 13. 

86. Tag Suggestions dates back five years. Many users remain unaware that Tag 
Suggestions app lied to them by default in 2013, and that there is a choice to opt-out. 
Therefore, Facebook's reli ance on this prior setting to infer consent for invas ive 
changes to biometric data practices gives Facebook unprecedented control over facial 
templates without affirmative express consent. 

87. Facebook' s recent notice to users on the changes to the extent of facia l recognition 
does not "conspicuously" present an opt-out button, but merely links a "Go to 
Settings" button. 

43 Fed Trade Cornrn 'n, In re Facebook, Decision and Order, FTC File No. 092-3 184 (Jul. 27, 20 12) (Hereinafter 
"Facebook Con sent Order") . 
44 1d. 

45 Li ly Hay Newman, How to Turn Off Facebook's Face Recognition Featl/res, Wired, Feb. 28, 2018 , 
https:llwww.wired.comlstory/how-to-tum-off-facebook-face-recognition-features/. 
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88. This lack of clear and conspicuous notice violates Part I(A)-(B) of the Consent Order 
by misrepresenting "the extent to which a consumer can contro l the privacy of any 
covered information maintained by Respondent and the steps a consumer must take to 
implement such controls." Specifica lly, Facebook misrepresents the ex tent to which 
use rs can control the privacy of biometric in fo rmation, and the extent of Facebook' s 
collection and di sclosure of the fac ial templates and photo comparison data to third 
parties. 

89. Facebook violated Part 11(8) of the Consent Order by fa iling to obtain affirmative 
express consent before implementing business changes to facial recognition 
techniques. Any claims of in fe rred or continuing consent from the user's prior setting 
on Tag Suggestions is invalid, as Facebook has never given use rs a choice to opt-in to 
facial recognition. 

E. Users Were Not Clearly and Prominently Notified of Facebook's Changes to Facial 
Recognition Practices 

90. Part I1 (A) of the 201 2 FTC Consent Order requires Facebook to: 

Clearl y and promi nentl y di sclose to the user, separate and apart from any 
"privacy policy," "data use policy," "statement of ri ghts and responsibilities" 
page, or other similar document: ( 1) the categori es of non public user 
information that will be di sc losed to such third parties, (2) the identity or 
specific categories of such third parties, and (3) that such sharing exceeds the 
restrictions imposed by the privacy setting(s) in effect for the use r ... prior to 
any sharing of a user's nonpublic user information by [Facebook] with any 
third party, which materially exceeds the restrictions imposed by a user 's 
privacy settings. 

9 1. The Consent Order defmes "clear and prominent" to mean: 

A. In textual communications (e .g. , words di splayed on the screen of a computer or 
mobile dev ice), the required di sclosures are of a type, size, and location suffic ientl y 
noti ceable for an ordinary consumer to read and comprehend them, in print that 
contrasts highly with the background on which they appear; 

C. In communications disseminated through video means ... the required disclosures 
shall appear on the screen for a duration sufficient for an ordinary consumer to read 
and comprehend them 

D. In all instances, the required di sclosures: (I) are presented in an understandable 
language and syntax; and (2) include nothing contrary to, inconsistent with, or in 
mitigation of any statement contained within the di sc losure or within any document 
linked to or referenced therein. 

92. Facebook violated thi s provision and fail ed to meet the standards of a "clear and 
prominent" noti ce for the reasons detailed be low. 
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i. Faccbook's Announcement was Difficult to Locate and Notice 

93. From December 201 7 to early 201 8, Facebook posted a short notice regarding its 
revised fac ial recognition practice through a di sclaimer that appeared on users' news 
feeds. 

94. The FTC requires truthful di sclaimers to be di splayed clearly and conspicuousl!, but 
Facebook's notice was buried in the densely packed text of users' news feeds.4 

95 . The brief post appeared at the top of users' news feeds, but did not make clear that 
Facebook had in fact changed users' privacy settings. 

Face Recognition 

Introducing Face Recognition For More Features 

Hi Li ly, we're always working to make Facebook better, so we're adding 
more ways to use face recognition besides just suggesting tags. For 
example, face recognition technology can do things like: 

• Find photos you're in but haven't been tagged 
• Help protect you from strangers using your photo 
• Tell people with visual impairments who's in your photo or video 

You control face recognition. This setting is on, but you can turn it off any 
time, which applies to features we may add later. 

-The Facebook Team 

Go to Settings Learn More 

96. Facebook did not ensure that the noti ce appeared on screen for a duration sufficient 
for an ordinary consumer to notice, read, and comprehend. Users could eas ily sc roll 
down on their mobile or computer device and miss out on the notice. 

97. Jf the user continued to scroll down without having read the announcement, it was 
diffi cult to re-Iocate the di scla imer and the "Learn More" hyperlink to Facebook's 
press release on the implications of facial recognition technology. 

98. Moreover, the buried noti ce on the news feed actuall y di sappeared if a user refreshed 
the page. 

46 Fed. Trade Comm'lI, .COIII Disclosures, (Mar. 2013), https:llwww.ftc.gov/sites/defaultlfiles/attachmentslpress
releases/ftc-staff-revises-onl ine-advertising-disclosure-guidelines/13 03 12dotcomdisclosures. pdf. 
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99. As the change "rolled-out" to Facebook users gradually, users received notice at 
different times. The impact of Facebook's announcement on December 19, 2017 
di ss ipated when some users were being notified in early January 201 8, while others 
were not aware until mid-March 2018. 

ii. Privacy Misrepresentations and Vagueness in the Announcements 

100. Facebook's announcements of the change in facial recognition practice include 
significant misrepresentations and omiss ions, contrary to the requirements of the 
Consent Order. 

101. On December 19, 2017, Facebook's Deputy Chief Privacy Officer Rob Sherman 
posted a blog post, entitl ed "Hard Questions: Should I Be Afra id of Face Recognition 
Technology?,"'7 

1 02. On the potential ri sks of facial recognition technology, Sherman wrote: 

This tension isn' t new. Society often welcomes the benefit of a new 
innovation while struggling to harness its potential. "Beware the Kodak," 
one newspaper intoned in 1888 as inexpensive equipment came onto the 
market making photography avai lable to the masses. They called it a "new 
terror for the picnic." Confronting amateur photography for the first time, 
society could have restricted thi s technology - and fundamentall y changed 
the way history was documented for more than a century . 

103. The statement misleadingly equates highly sophisticated AI techniques, which can 
extract the exact biometric dimensions of a face , with the early development of film 
photography. 

104. Facebook's announcement does not acknowledge the serious privacy implications of 
a large-scale, social media deployment of instantaneous facial recognition on the 
personal data of billions. 

105. On Facebook's decision to adopt the business change on an opt-out basis, Sherman 
wrote: 

When we first introduced thi s feature in 20 I 0, there was no industry 
standard for how people should be able to control face recognition. We 
dec ided to notify people on Facebook and provide a way to disable it in 
their account settings at any time ... Just as in 2010, we had to evaluate 
how we'd inform people and give them choice over these new uses of the 
technology. 

47 Rob Shennan, Hard Questiol/s: Should' Be Afraid of Face Recognitiol/ Techl/ology'! Facebook Newsroom, (Dec. 
19, 2017), , https:l/newsroom. tb.comlnewsl20 l7/12lhard-guestions-should-i-be-afraid-of-face-recognition
technology/. 
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106. This is a significant misrepresentation and an omiss ion of Facebook's regulatory 
ob ligations to the FTC under the Consent Order. 

107. After the FTC settlement in 20 II , Facebook was not at liberty to self-evaluate and 
unilaterally enact significant changes in privacy practices. The Consent Order 
requires Facebook to adhere to specific regulatory guidelines on obtaining affirmative 
consent to change privacy settings. 

108. The announcement also fail ed to mention that in 201 3, Facebook automatically 
applied "Tag Suggestions" to all users by default-and that if users did not opt-out of 
Tag Suggestions in their privacy settings, the extended facial recognition practice 
wou ld automatically app ly to them without consent. 

109. WIRED Security Reporter Lily Hay Newman criticized thi s setting: 

But the "tag suggestions" preference dates back more than four years. 
Even if you fully understood enough about face-recognition technology at 
the time to make a carefully cons idered choice in 2013, that doesn't 
necessaril y mean you'll be fine letting even more of it into your life now.48 

110. Contrary to Part I(B) of the 20 11 FTC Consent Order, Facebook has consistently 
misrepresented "the extent to which a consumer can control the privacy of any 
covered information maintained by [Facebook] and the steps a consumer must take to 
implement such contro ls.'.49 

F. Users Oppose Facebook's Additional Facial Recognition Tcchniqucs 

111. Jared Bennett of Center for Public Integrity remarked on Facebook's "uniquely 
aggress ive" opposition to any limits on its increas ingly intrusive facia l recognition 
technology. 50 

In 20 12, at a hearing of the Senate Judiciary Subcommittee on Privacy, 
Technology, and the Law, then-Chairman Al Franken (D-MN) asked 
Facebook's then-manager of privacy and public policy, Rob Shennan, to 
assure users the company wouldn ' t share its face print database with third 
parties. Sherman declined. 

112. Facebook has still not clarified in 20 18 which third parties have access to users' 
biometric data, and the purposes of disclosures. 

113. WIRED Reporter Lily Hay Newman commented: 51 

48 See Lily Hay Newman, supra. 
49 Facebook Consent Order. 
50 Jared Bennett, Facebook: Your Face Belol/gs 10 Us The Daily Beast, July. 31 , 2017 . 
https:llwww.thedailybeast.com/how-facebook-fights- to-stop-Iaws-on-facial-recognition. 
51 Lily Hay Newman, supra. 
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Observers also note that limited face recognitIOn applications for users 
doesn't necessarily mean that Facebook as a company isn't deriving a 
larger benefit from all the biometric face data it gathers. As a public 
company, if Facebook can find opportunities to monetize the data or 
harness it to fuel user growth, it will take them. 

11 4. Mashable Reporter MJ Franklin also noted: 52 

The in-app announcement was met with a great dea l of skepticism. Fast 
Company pointed out that Facebook's announcement coincided with legal 
setbacks. According to Bloomberg, a federal judge recently ruled that the 
social network 'must face claims that it violated the privacy of millions of 
users by gathering and storing biometric data without their consent. 

115. Consumers publicly voiced thei r distrust and discomfort with Facebook's business 
changes to facial recognition, many of them noting that Facebook never sought their 
affirmative express consent: 

Avl Asher-Schapiro 0 
@MSchapiro 

Facebook's announcement today that it was "adding more ways 

to use facia l recognition" is a opportunity to remind everyone 
that Facebook is using your photos to build a sprawling 
database of face-prints, a biometric marker thats unique to you, 

& similar to DNA or fingerprints pic.twi tter.com/uzvssDlsYi 

3:33 PM - Feb 27, 2018 . Washington, DC 

\? 174 Q 252 people are talking about this 

Shane Bauer 0 
@shane bauer 

Facebook is generously turning in facial recognition 
automatically for all of us. 

Turn it off. pic.twitter.comIYKL1y2Hlwl 

12:19 AM - Feb 27,2018 

\? 298 Q 279 people are talking about this 

.. 

.. 
52 MJ Franklin, How 10 IIIrn off Facebook's /lew face recognirionfealllres Mashable, Feb. 28, 2018, 
https:llmashabie.coml2018/02/28/how-to-tum-off-face book -face- recognition/. 
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Edward Graham 
@EdwardJGraham1 

.@Facebook details facial recognition settings in page & new 
post, disclosing that users can opt out. Comes after fed. judge 

ruled yesterday that FB will be subject to class action suit 
alleging that photo scanning tech disregards users' 
privacy:facebook.com/abouUbasics/m ... 
pic.twitter.com/Airb4afOMt 

4:50 PM - Feb 27. 2018 

C/ 1 g See Edward Graham's other Tweets e 

G. No Information on the Disclosure of Facial Recognition Data to Third Parties and 
Their OO\\'Rstrearn Uses 

116. Facebook announced significant changes to the facia l recognition setting without 
explaining how the additional biometric data obtained from users and non-users will 
be di sclosed to and used by third parties. 

117. Facebook remains vague and unclear about how it utilizes the vast biometric data 
collected from users and non-users, with the Tag Suggestions and its subsequent 
facial recognition techniques. 

11 8. Facebook's privacy policy does not specifically address the implications of facial 
recognition data by third-party service providers and adverti sers, despite the 
heightened sensitivities of biometric personal information. 

11 9. Facebook's privacy policy on "Sharing with Third-Party Partners" claims that 
adverti se rs and analytics services onl y have access to "non-personally identifiable 
infonnation. "s3 

We do not share information that personally identi fi es you (personall y 
identi fiable information is infonnation like name or email address that can 
by itself be used to contact you or identifies who you are) with advertis ing, 
measurement or analytics partners unless you give us permiss ion. We may 
provide these partners with information about the reach and effectiveness 
of their advertising without providing information that personall y 
identifies you, or if we have aggregated the infonnation so that it does not 
personall y identi fy you. 

53 Facebook, Data Policy, (Scp. 29, 20 16) https:llwww.facebook.comlfull data use policy. 
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54 ld. 

120. Facebook does explain how an identity-matched facial image is not personally 
identifiable information. 

121. Facebook's definition of PII is limited and misleading: " information like name or 
email address that can by itself be used to contact you or identifies who you are."S4 
Facebook does not consider the privacy implications of information that may not 
independently be personally identifiable but can be readily matched with other 
demographic segments and quasi-identifiers to pinpoint one person with sufficient 
accuracy. 

I Advertising, Measurement and Analytics Services (Non-Personally 

Identifiable Information Only). 

We want our advertising to be as relevant and interesting as the other 

information you find on our Services. With this in mind, we use all of the 

information we have about you to show you relevant ads. We do not 

share information that personally identifies you (personally identifiable 

information is information like name or email address that can by itself be 

used to contact you or identifies who you are) with advertising, 

measurement or analytics partners unless you give us permission. We 

may provide these partners with information about the reach and 

effectiveness of their advertising without providing information that 

personally identifies you, or if we have aggregated the information so that 

it does not personally ident ify you. For example, we may tell an advertiser 

how its ads performed, or how many people viewed their ads or installed 

an app after seeing an ad, or provide non-personally identifying 

demographic information (such as 25 year old female, in Madrid, who 

likes software engineering) to these partners to help them understand 

their aud ience or customers, but only after the advertiser has agreed to 

abide by our advertiser guidel ines. 

Please review your advertis ingJ2references to understand why you're 

seeing a particular ad on Facebook. You can adjust you r ad preferences if 

you want to control and manage your ad experience on Facebook. 

122. Facebook's Help Center claims that facial template data is stored as a "unique 
number." 55 

55 Facebook Help Center, How does Facebook'sface recognifion work? (20 IS), 
https:llwww.facebook.comlhelp/ 122175507S640S1. 
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Our technology analyzes the pixels in photos and videos, such as your 
profile picture and photos and videos that you've been tagged in, to 
calculate a unique number, which we call a template. 

123. From thi s definiti on, it is highl y poss ible that Facebook may class ify biometric 
templates as non-personally identifiable information that can be di sclosed to third 
parties and advertisers. Facebook may consider facial recognition data to be 
sufficiently "de-identified" by the numerical scoring process, and ove rlook the 
privacy implications of giving third parties access to the data. 

124. Facebook could also disclose biometric data to third parties by contending that the 
use r gave consent. Given the current opt-out setting for fac ial recognition and the 
various misrepresentations made by Facebook to induce consumers into adopting 
privacy-invas ive technologies, the FTC should investigate whether Facebook 's "data
sharing programs with third parties" violate the 20 II Consent Order. 

H. Facebook Fails to Establish that Application Developers, the Government, and 
Other Third Parties Will Not Be Able to Access Users ' Biometric Data 

125. The Facebook Platform makes a variety of personal data available to application 
developers and external webs ites. 56 App lication developers obta in access to account 
information when they connect with an application. 57 App lications may also obtain 
users' friends ' data,58 and access connections between users who have both connected 

\
. . 59 

to an app IcatJOn. 

126. App developers have access to the Facebook graph API. It "presents a simple, 
cons istent view of the Facebook social graph, uniformly representing objects in the 
graph (e.g" people, photos, events, and pages) and the connections between them 
(e.g., friend relationships, shared content, and photo tags).',60 Developers may 
leverage thi s API within apps . 

127. Webs ites implementing Facebook plugins can use the Graph API "to access the user's 
Facebook profile . .. to access the user's social graph, bring their fri ends directl y to 
your site all in your own custom experience.,,61 

128. To obta in personal data to develop applications, developers may only request the 
information that they need to operate the ir application. However, Facebook does not 

56 Facebook Platform Policies, Storing and Using Data You Receive From Us, 
https:l/developers.facebook.comlpol icy ("Platform Pol icies"). 
57 1d. at 5. 
58 1d. at 4. 
59 1d. at 11. 
60 Facebook Developers, Graph API , https:lldevelopers.facebook.com/docs/reference/api . 
61 Facebook for Websites, Personal ization, https:lldevelopers.facebook.comldocslguides/web/#personalization . 
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define what is necessary, and the terms leave developers to determine what they 
need. 62 

129. Facebook maintains different standards for information provided to adverti sers and 
information Facebook will use to target adverti sements to users. Facebook may make 
use of underlying, non-profile user data. For example, while Facebook may not 
provide users' IP addresses directl y to adverti sers, Facebook Ads uses IP addresses to 
determine users' locations and target ads to those locations.63 

130. Facebook does not a lways maintain control over how user data is used by adverti sers. 
An advertiser was caught using profile pictures in singles dating se rvice 
adverti sements, and Facebook spokesperson Barry Schnitt announced that " the ads 
that spooked people were from rogue networks . . . ,,64 Facebook claims that policing 
over 500,000 apps and adverti sers is impracticable, as advertisers and rogue networks 
can choose not to di sclose what they are actually doing with Facebook-provided user 
data.65 Adverti sers may cache Facebook user data indefinite ly. 

13 1. Facebook's published privacy policy states that the company may "di sclose 
information pursuant to subpoenas, court orders, or other requests (including criminal 
and civil matters) if we have a good fai th belief that the response is required by 
law.,,66 The U.S. Department of Justice (" 001") has stated that the "standard data 
production" from Facebook includes " photoprint," contact information, and Internet 
Protocol logs, while noting that "other data" is ava il able and that Facebook is "often 
cooperati ve with emergency requests.,,67 

132. The U.S. government has an interest in access ing the information present on 
Facebook and other social networkin~ sites,68 and law enforcement has used 
Facebook in pursuing investigations. 9 Training material s used by DOJ have 
suggested that law enforcement agents can use evidence gathered from soc ial 
networks to " revea l personal communications; estab li sh motives and personal 
relationships; provide location information; prove and di sprove alibi s; [and] estab li sh 
crime or criminal enterprise," among other "instrumentalities or fruits of crime.,,70 

62 Platform Policics, S1lpra, at '1[1. 
63 Rcach and Targcting, Reach Real People Wilh Precise Targeting. at Location Targeting, 
https:llwww.faccbook.comfadsmarkct inglindcx.php?sk=targcting fi ltcrs. 
64 Ethan Bcard, A New Data Model, Faccbook Dcvelopcr's Blog, Apr. 21,2010, 
https:lldcvclopcrs.faccbook.comlb loglpostJ378. 
65 Kim-Mai Cutler, Nell' data storage rules, permissions could rekindle Facehook {Jriv(lcy concerns, Soc ial Bcat, 
Apr. 28, 2010, http://vcnturcbcaLcoml20 I 0/04121 /faccbook-privacyncw-data-storagc-rulcs. 
66 Faccbook, Privacy Policy, https:l/www.faccbook.comfpolicy.php. 
67 John Lynch & Jenny Ellickson, U.S . Dept. of Justice, Computer Crime and Intellectual Property Section. 
Obtaining and Using Evidence/rom Socia/ Networking Sites: Facehook. MySpace. Lil/ked/n. and More, Mar. 
20 I 0, at 17, http://www.eff.orglfiles/filenode/social networkl20 100303 crim socialnetwork ing.pdf. 
68

/
d. 

69 See. e.g. . Julie Masis, Is this Lawmal/ YOllr Facebook Friend"!, Boston Globe, Jan. 11 , 2009, 
http: //www.boston.comfnews/locallart iclesJ2009/01 / I I/is this lawman your facebook friend. 
7°John Lynch & Jenny Ell ickson, slIpra. 
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The same training material s include a screenshot of the picture "tagging" process71 

and makes refe rence to the one billion pictures being added every month. 

1. Privacy Controls to Opt-Out of Facial Recognition Are Not Clear and Prominent 

133. The 2011 FTC Consent Order requires that Facebook obtain affi rmative express 
consent to override ex isting privacy settings. The Commission authoritatively 
expressed that Facebook must respect user consent by providing an affirmati ve opt-in 
choice for new business practices that implicate consumer privacy. 72 

Part II of the proposed order requires Facebook to give its users a clear 
and prominent noti ce and obtain their affi rmative express consent before 
sharing their prev iously-co ll ected infonnation with third parties in any 
way that materi all y exceeds the restrictions imposed by their privacy 
settings. 

134. Consent must be meaningful and specific, and obtained from informed users. 
Cumbersome opt-out settings violate the high standard of compliance imposed by 
Consent Order. 

135. Notwithstanding the clear requirements of the Consent Order, Facebook placed the 
burden on its users to opt-out of facial recognition. It has further misrepresented the 
simplicity of the opt-out choice as a "s imple setting,,,73 toggled by a "s ingle ortloff 
control" when it announced changes to the fac ial recognition practice. 

136. On December 19,201 7, Facebook's Director of Applied Machine Learning Joaquin 
Quifionero Candela posted an announcement entitl ed, "Managing Your Identi ty on 
Facebook with Face Recognition Technology." 

You control whether Facebook can recognize you in photos and videos. 
Soon, you will begin to see a simple onloff switch instead of settings for 
individual fea tures that use face recognition technology. We des igned thi s 
as an ortloff switch because people gave us feedback that they prefer a 
simpler control than having to decide for every single feature using face 
recognition technology. To learn more about all of these features, visit the 
Help Center or your account settings. 

137. The "onloff switch" requires the user to navigate multiple Facebook settings to locate. 
Facebook did not operationalize opt-out with an intuitive and di stingui shable setting. 

138. On a phone, the user must open the Facebook app and tap on the overflow button 
(three-line icon). Then go to Settings > Privacy Shortcuts > More Settings > Face 

71 ld. at 15. 
72 Facebook, Inc. Proposed Consent Order. 
73 Joaquin Quiiionero Candela, Managing Your Identity on Facebook wilh Face Recognition Technology, Facebook 
Newsroom, (Dec. 19, 20 I 7), https://newsroom.fb.com/newsJ20 17/ 12/managing-your-identity-on-facebook-with
face- recognition-technology/. 
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Recognition, then tap on the Face Recognition question. Finally, they can select No 
after thi s fi ve ·step process. 

139. Ordinary consumers will face immense difficulty in locating the opt·out switch, just 
like they did in 20 13 when Tag Suggestions were automatically turned on. 

140. This indicates a violation of the Consent Order regarding affirmative consent as well 
as clea r and prominent notice. The confusing setting inva lidates affirmative consent 
by making the exercise of choice inaccessible for a majority of users. It also 
diminishes user awareness of the existence of thi s facial recognition setting . 
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J. Facebook is Pursuing the Commercialization of Biometric Data 

141 . Facebook economica lly benefits from the development of facial recognition 
techniques. 

142. Facebook routinely makes misrepresentations to induce consumers to adopt wider and 
more pervasive uses of facial recognition technology. Therefore, the FTC must 
exercise the fullest extent of its legal authority to prohibit and limit these privacy· 
invas ive technologies by enforc ing the 20 II Consent Order. 

i. Facebook's Facial Recognition Patents 

143. In 20 17, Facebook submitted four patent applications74 on facial recognition 
techniques. 

144. On March 9, 2017. Facebook submitted a patent app lication for "Facial Recognition 
Using Social Networking Information," which detail s a system that detects and tracks 

74 USPTO Applicaton #: #20 170337602; US PTO Applicaton #: #20 170323299; US PTO Applicaton #: 
#20170140214; USPTO Applicaton #: #20170068842. 
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the exact geographic dimensions ofa candidate 's facial features to apply a template 
"score" that can be compared across various " faces in video, photos, or other media 
hosted on the social network,,75 for biometric matches. 

145. On November 2017, Facebook filed two patents for "Facial Recognition 
Identification for In-Store Payment Transactions" and "Using Facial Recognition and 
Facial Expression Detection to Analyze In-Store Activity of a User." 

146. The two app lications detail a customer recognition system which " intelligently 
detects and notifies a merchant when a customer is in need of assistance based on the 
customer's facial expression. The customer recognition system can also identify a 
product associated with the customer need." 
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147. Facebook's patent app lications attest to the company's primary commercial purpose 
in expanding its biometric data collection, and the pervas ive uses of facial recognition 
technology that it envisions for the near future . The FTC must ensure that Facebook 
adheres to its ob ligations for use r privacy as compelled by the 201 1 Consent Order. 

ii. Facebook's Annual Report to the Securities and Exchange Commission 

148. Facebook's annual filing to the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") for the 
2017 fi scal year explicitly states that compliance with the FTC Consent Order and 

75 Available al. http: //www.freshpatents.com/-dt20 170309ptan20 170068842.php; http://www.freshpatents.com/
dt20 1711 09ptan20 170323299.php. 
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modifying the company's practices to obtain affirmative express consent could 
"adve rsely affect financial results." 76 

149. On enforcement actions on the Consent Order, Facebook claimed: 

Affected users or government authorities could initiate legal or regulatory 
actions against us in connection with any security breaches or improper 
di sclosure of data, which could cause us to incur significant expense and 
liability or result in orders or consent decrees forcing us to modify our 
business practices. Such incidents may also result in a decline in our active 
user base or engagement levels. Any of these events could have a material 
and adverse effect on our business, reputation, or financial results. 

150. On modifying practices to obtain consent, Facebook claimed: 

[RJegulatory or legislative actions affecting the manner in which we 
di splay content to our users or obtain consent to various practices could 
adversely affect user growth and engagement. Such actions could affect 
the manner in which we provide our services or adversely affect our 
financial results.77 

151. These financial di sclosures expressly indicate that Facebook is structurally and 
economically incentivized to monetize greater data collection. Facebook admits that 
modifying its practices to obtain consent for various practices will detriment its user 
growth and "engagement," leading to negative financial results. The FTC must 
affirmatively enforce the Consent Order against Facebook to ensure that it fully 
complies with all the provisions of the settlement. 

K. Facebook Has Consistently Failed to Ensure Compliance by App Developers 

152. In 2009, Facebook operated a deceptive Verified Apps program which claimed that 
Facebook gives preferential treatment to Platform Applications whose securi ty 
standards exceed expectations in Facebook's "detailed review process." 

153. Facebook misrepresented to its users that Verified Apps will "offer extra assurances 
to help users identify applications they can trust -- applications that are secure, 
respectful and transparent, and have demonstrated commitment to compliance with 
Platform policies.,,7 

154. However, an investigation by the Commission revea led that Facebook had 
misrepresented the heightened security of Verified Apps. The FTC detailed thi s 

76 Facebook, Annual Report. SEC File No. , 001-35551 , at 13, (2016), 
https:llwww.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/datalI326801 /000132680117000007/tb-12312016xIOk.htm. 
77 1d. at 16. 
78 Facebook, Facebook Expal/ds Power of Platforlll Across the Web alld Arol/lld the World, Press Release, July 23, 
2008, https:llnewsroom.tb.com/news/2008/07/facebook-expands-power-of-platfonn-across-the-web-and-around
the-world!, 
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deceptive practice in the complaint that underlies the 20 II Consent Order against 
Facebook: 79 

Contrary to the statements set forth .. . before it awarded the Verifi ed Apps 
badge, Facebook took no steps to veri fy either the security of a Verified 
Application 's website or the security the App lication provided for the user 
infonnation it co llected, beyond such steps as it may have taken regarding 
any other Platform Application. 

155. Unfortunate ly, recent revelations of Facebook 's negligence in disclosing the personal 
data of 50 million Ame rican voters to Cambridge Analytica and va rious affiliates 
show that Facebook has not improved its verification of app developers in the post
FTC Consent Order era. 

156. On March 20, 20 18, a former Facebook Operations Manager from 201 1 to 2012 
Sandy Parakilas published an article entitled "I worked at Facebook. 1 know how 
Cambridge Analytica could have happened."so 

Critically, once the data passed from Facebook's servers to the developer, 
Facebook lost all insight into or control over how the data was used. To 
prevent abuse, Facebook created a set of platform policies that forbade 
certain kinds of activity, such as se lling the data or pass ing it to an ad 
network or data broker such as Cambridge Analytica. However, Facebook 
had very few ways to di scover abuse or act on it once di scovered. 

157. Parakilas detail s Facebook's routine indifference to apps that violated policies and the 
Tenns of Service. 

Facebook had the following tools to deal with these cases: It could call the 
developer and demand answers; it could demand an aud it of the 
developer's app lication and associated data storage, a right granted in the 
platfonn policies; it could ban the developer from the platform; it could 
sue the developer for breach of the policies, or it could do some 
combination of the above. During my 16 months at Facebook, I called 
many developers and demanded compliance, but I don ' t recall the 
company conducting a single audit of a developer where the company 
inspected the developer's data storage. Lawsuits and outright bans were 
also very rare. I believe the reason for lax enforcement was simple: 
Facebook didn ' t want to make the public aware of huge weaknesses in its 
data security. 

79 Fed. Trade Comm'n, Facebook, [nc. , FTC File No. 092 3 [S4 (20 [ I) (Complaint), 
https:llwww.ftc.gov/sites/defaultlfiles/documents/eases/20 11 /11111 I I 29faeebookempt.pdf. 
so Sandy Paraki las, ! worked af Facebook. ! know how Cambridge Analytiw could have happened The Washington 
Post, Mar. 20, 20 IS, https://www.washingtonpost.eomlopinionsli-worke_d..:_a0'acebook-i-know-how-eambridge
anal ytica -eOll ld.:.ha ve-happened/20 I S/03120/eds 7 e~a-=-2be4-1 I eS-Sad6-fbc502 S4 feeS story. htm 1. 
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158. Parakilas compares Facebook's disregard for data protection in 2012 to the 20 18 
Cambridge Analytica scandal, and concludes that compliance has not improved : 

Facebook wi ll argue that things have changed since 2012 and that the 
company has much better processes in place now. I f that were true, 
Cambridge Analytica would be small side note, a developer that Facebook 
shut down and sued out of existence in December 2015 when word first 
got out that it had vio lated Facebook's po licies to acquire the data of 
millions. Instead, it appears Facebook used the same playbook that I saw 
in 2012. It took the developer 's word rather than conducting an audit, and 
it ignored press reports about Cambridge Analytica using Facebook data in 
violation of its terms during the election. 

159. On March 20, 201 8, EPIC and a coalition of consumer organizations urged the FTC 
to reopen the investigation of Facebook, and to sanction the company's clear 
violations of the 201 1 Consent Order.81 

"As the Facebook Order makes clear, Facebook must "get consumers' approva l 
before it changes the way it shares their data," and must "obtain consumers ' 
affirmative express consent before enacting changes that override their privacy 
preferences." The FTC also barred Facebook from "making misrepresentations 
about the pri vacy or security of consumers' personal infonnation." 

Yet Facebook's business practices resulted in the disclosure of consumers' 
"names, education, work histories, birthdays, li kes, locations, photos, relationship 
statuses, and religious and politica l affi li ations" to Cambridge Analyti ca without 
their knowledge or consent. In 2014, Facebook acknowledged that it allowed app 
developers to access profile information on an app users' fri ends without the 
fri ends' knowledge or consent, stating that consumers "are often surpri sed when a 
friend shares their information with an app." Facebook's admission that it 
disclosed data to third parties without users' consent suggests a clear violation of 
the 201 1 Facebook Order." 

160. The FTC has an affirmative duty to undertake a review of substantial changes in 
Facebook's business practices that implicate user privacy and to ensure compliance 
with the Consent Order. 

16 1. Facebook's change to the facial recognition setting was implemented without the 
affirmative express consent of users. This substantial change in business practice is a 
serious consent decree vio lation which the FTC must enjoin immediately. It is 
imperati ve that the Commiss ion pursue an investigation to prohibit the unlawful 
proliferation of biometric data collection by Facebook and its unaccountable 
commercial counterparts. 

8 1 EPIC, EPIc' COl/sumer Groups Urge FTC To Investigate Facebook (Mar. 20, 20 18). 
https:l/epic.org/2018/03/epic-consumer-groups-urge-ftc- .html. f 
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L. Facial Recognition is Illegal in Other Countries 

162. Canada and Europe limit how companies can collect and store biometric data. The 
deployment of commercial fac ial recognition technology is widely considered an 
invasion of privacy rights in Canada and Europe. 

163. The Privacy Commissioner' s Office found Facebook " in contravention" of Canada ' s 
Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act. 82 

164. The EU Article 29 Data Protection Working Party issued an opinion on developments 
in biometric technologies which states that consent must be obtained fo r the storage 
and use of biometric data. 83 

165. On October 15, 20 12, Facebook di sab led its tagging facial recognition practice for 
use rs in the European Union, following an investigation by the Iri sh Data Protection 
Commissioner. 

166. In 20 15, Facebook created a photo-sharing app called Moments which does not use 
facial recognition technology for Canad ian and European users. 

167. The SSC reported that Facebook Moments Product Manager Will Ruben stated that 
the phone is given a numerical representation of a face, "but that number is not stored 
anywhere on our servers, and it is only used to compare against the other photos on 
your phone. ,,84 

168. The Inquirer reported that a Facebook spokesperson said: "Facebook has notified thi s 
office of the Moments app and advised us that in the EU version of the Moments app 
they do not control or initiate the use of any feature recognition technology." 85 

169. Facebook is capable of developing alternative techniques that are less privacy
invas ive. The photo sharing aspect of the social media network can be facilitated 
without the use of privacy-pervasive facial recognition technology, as it has been 
done for Canada and Europe. 

170. The di sparity of privacy protections afforded for the nationals and residents of the 
United States due to the lack of enforcement action against Facebook is unacceptable. 

82 Elizabeth Denham, Assistant Privacy Commissioner of Canada, RelJort of Findings il110 the Complaint Filed by 
the Canallian Internel Policy and PlIblic Interest Clinic (CIPPIC) againsl Facebook Inc. Under the Personal 
Information Proteclion anll Electronic Docllmenl.~ Act (July 16,2009), 
http: //priv.gc.calefdc/2009/2009 008 0716 c.pdf. 
8) Article 29 Data Protection Working Party, Opinion 312012 on deve/opmellls in biomelric technologies. (Apr. 27, 
20 I 2), http: //ec. europa.eu/j ustice/article-29/documentation/opinion-recommendationlfi lesl20 12/wp 1 93 en .pd f. 
84 Leo Kelion, Facebook Momenlsfacial-recogl/ itiol/ app laui/ches in Europe SSC News, May 10, 20 16, 
http: //www.bbc.com/newsltechnology -36256 7 65. 
85 Carl y Page, Facebook laullchesfada! recognilioll app in Europe. wi/howfadal recognilioll tech. The Inquirer, 
May I I, 201 6, https://www.theinguirer.netlinguirer/news/2457657/facebook-launches-face-recognition-app-in
europe-without -face- recognition-tech. 
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171. The FTC is the prirnary privacy regulator in the United States. The Cornrni ssion rnust 
enforce the Consent Order to cornpel Facebook to modify its business practice to 
comply with strict privacy protections. 

V. Prior Consumer Complaints to the FTC Regarding Facebook' s Facial Recognition 

172. EPIC has previously urged the Commission to prohibit Facebook' s facial recognition 
techniques on multiple occasions. 

173. In June 20 II , EPIC and a coalition of consumer organizations filed a complaint with 
the FTC alleging that Facebook' s covert deployment of its facial recognition 
technology was unfair and deceptive. 86 EPIC stated that Facebook' s "Tag 
Suggestions" technique, "converts the photos uploaded by Facebook users into an 
image identification system under the so le control of Facebook. This has occurred 
without the knowledge or consent of Facebook users and without adequate 
consideration of the ri sks to Facebook users. ,,87 EPIC warned that "unless the 
Commission acts promptly, Facebook will routinely automate facial identification and 
eliminate any pretense of user control over the use of their own images for online 
identification.,,88 EPIC emphasized that the Commission 's " failure to act on pending 
consurner complaints concerning Facebook's unfair and deceptive trade practices 
may have contributed to Facebook's decision to deploy facial recognition. ,,89 

174. In December 2011 , EPIC urged the Commission to strengthen its proposed settl ement 
with Facebook by requiring it to "cease creating facial recognition profiles without 
use rs' affirmative consent. ,,90 EPIC contended that while the Order's broad 
prohibition on privacy misrepresentations already covered Facebook's deceptive use 
of facial recognition, the Order should have been amended to proscribe the practice 

I· . 1 91 exp IClt y. 

175. In January, 2012, EPIC submitted extensive comments in response to the FTC's 
workshop "Face Facts: A Forum on Facial Recognition Technology.,,92 EPIC again 
emphasized that Facebook's facial recognition practice "entirely fail s at infonning 
users how their photo data will be used or to provide any meaningful consent for use," 
as required by the Order. EPIC advised the Commission that, "Commercial actors 
should not deploy facial techniques until adequate safeguards are estab lished. As such 

86 In the Matter of Faeebook, Inc. and the Fac ial Identification of Users (EPIC Complaint, Request for Investigation, 
Injunction, and Othcr Rcl icf) (June 10, 2011), 
https:llepic.orgiprivacy/facebooklEPIC FB FR FTC Complaint 06 10 ll.pdf. 
87 !d. 
88 ld. 
89 ld. 

90 Comments of EPIC, In the Matter of Facebook, Inc., FTC File No. 092 3184 (Dec. 27, 20 I I), 
https:llepic.org/privacy/facebooklFacebook-FTC-Settlement-Comments-FINALpdf. 
9 1 ld. 

92 Comments of EPIC, "Face Facts: A Forum on Facial Recognition," Project No. PI 15406, (Jan. 31, 2012), 
https:llepic.org/privacy/facerecognitionJEPIC-Face-Fac ts-Comments.pdf. 
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93 /d. 

safeguards have not yet been established, EPIC would recommend a moratorium on 
the commerc ial deployment of facial recognition techniques.,,93 

VI. The Importance of Enforcing Consent Orders for Consumer Privacy 

176. The effectiveness of the FTC depends upon the agency's willingness to enforce the 
legal judgments it obtains. However, the FTC routinely fail s to enforce its consent 
orders, wh ich promotes industry di sregard for the FTC. Compan ies under consent 
decree have no incentive to protect consumer data if they do not anticipate the FTC to 
hold them accountable when they violate consent decrees. 

177. EPIC and other consumer organ izations have routinely called attention to the 
numerous changes Facebook has made to its privacy settings without obta ining users ' 
affirmative consent, in vio lation of the terms of its FTC consent decree.94 

178. In 20 11 , Facebook entered into a 20-year consent order with the FTC in which it 
agreed that it "shall not misrepresent ... the extent to which it maintains the privacy 
or securi ty of covered information," and would provide disclosure separate from its 

" I" 95 pnvacy po ICy. 

it agreed that it "shall not misrepresent ... the extent to which it maintains the privacy 
or security of covered information," and would provide di sclosure separate from its 

" I" 96 pnvacy po ICy. 

179. On December 17,2009, EPIC and 14 consumer and privacy organizations fil ed a 
Complaint with the FTC concerning Facebook's unfair and deceptive trade 
practices. The complaint c ited widespread 0f.f0sition from Facebook users, 
Senators, bloggers, and news organizations. 

180. EPIC's Complaint noted that "Facebook 's changes to users' privacy settings 
di sclose personal information to the public that was previously restricted. Facebook's 
changes to users' privacy settings al so di sclose personal information to third parties 
that was previously not availab le. These changes violate user expectations, diminish 
user privacy, and contradict Facebook's own representations.,,98 

94 EPIC, In the Maller of Facehook Inc: Com{Jlailll. Requestfor Investigation. Injunction. and Other Relief(Dcc . 17, 
2009), https:llcpic.orgiprivacy/inrcfaccbooklEPIC-FaccbookComplaint.pdf; ("EPIC 2009 Faccbook 
Cornplaint"").EPIC In Ihe Maller ofFacebook Inc: Complaim. Requestfor In vestigation. II/junction. and Olher 
Relief(May 5, 2010),. (" EPIC Supplemental Facebook Complaint"), 
https:l/epic.org/privacy/facebooklEPIC FTC FB Complaint.pdf. 
95 Facebook Consent Order. 
96 1d. 

97 EPIC 2009 Facebook Complaint. 
98

/
d. 
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181. On January 14, 2010, EPIC filed a second Complaint with the Commission 
concern ing Facebook's unfair and deceptive trade practices.99 

182. EPIC's amended Complaint observed that Facebook's business practices "violate 
use r expectations, diminish user privacy, and contradict Facebook's own 

. ,,100 
representatIOns. 

183. In a subsequent letter to Congress, EPIC urged the Members of the House and Senate 
overs ight committees to pay careful attention to a new complaint that the consumer 
and privacy organizations had presented to the Federal Trade Commission regarding 
Facebook and change to user profile information and the disclosure of user data to 
third parties without consent. IOI The complaint alleged that these actions "violate user 
expectations, diminish user privacy, and contradict Facebook's own representations." 
EPIC noted that the complaint alleged unfair and deceptive trade practices that 
"subject to investigation and prosecution under Section 5 of the Federal Trade 
Commission Act.,, 102 

184. The letter c ited numerous other complaints concerning rega rding Facebook brought to 
the attention of the FTC in which the Commission failed to act. The EPIC letter 
warned: 

In the past, the Federal Trade Commiss ion has taken decisive steps to safeguard 
consumer privacy. These decisions help spur innovation and competition, reduce 
ri sk to consumers, and promote trust and confidence in new business services. But 
the current FTC appears reluctant to take similar steps on behalf of American 
conSlilners. 

185. To date, the FTC has failed to take any action with respect to Facebook's changes in 
biometric privacy practices. 

186. The Commission 's failure to act on these prior complaints may have contributed to 
Facebook's decision to deploy face recognition technology as it did. 

187. Companies and consumer organizations may di sagree as to whether a significant 
change in business practices violates a consent order. That is a decision ultimately for 
the Commiss ion. But it is incumbent upon the FTC to develop a process that ensures 
a reasoned decision, subject to public review. At present, there is no meaningful 
public process to ensure compliance with FTC consent orders. 

99 ld. 
100 ld. 

VI. Legal Analysis 

101 Letter to Senator Rockefeller, et al from EPI C Executive Director Marc Rotenberg (May 5, 2010), 
http://epic.org/privacy/facebooklEPIC FB FTC Complaint Letter.pdf. 
102 1d. 
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188. The 2011 FTC Consent Order arises from a series of complaints filed by EPIC and 
other consumer privacy organizations from 2009 to 20 II concerning material changes 
to privacy settings made by Facebook. 

189. Pursuant to EPIC's requests for investigation, the Comrniss ion filed an eight-count 
complaint against Facebook for unfair and deceptive practices in contravention of 
Section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act. 

190. On November 29, 20 11 , the FTC published a press release announcing that Facebook 
settled charges with the Commission. The FTC enumerated a li st of prohibited 
practices under the proposed settlement: 

"Specifically, under the proposed settlement, Facebook is: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

"barred from making misrepresentations about the privacy or security of 
consumers' personal information; 

"required to obtain consumers' affirmative express consent before enacting 
changes that override their privacy preferences; 

"required to prevent anyone frorn accessing a user's material more than 30 days 
after the user has deleted his or her account; 

" required to estab li sh and maintain a comprehensive privacy program designed to 
address privacy risks associated with the development and rnanagement of new 
and existing products and services, and to protect the privacy and confidentiality 
of consumers' information; and 

"required, within 180 days, and every two years after that for the next 20 years, to 
obtain independent, third-party audits certifying that it has a privacy program in 
place that meets or exceeds the requirements of the FTC order, and to ensure that 
the privacy of consumers' information is protected." 

191. The Comrnission has a non-discretionary obligation to enforce a final order. 

192. To date, the FTC has failed to take any action with respect to Facebook's changes in 
biometric privacy practices. Critically, the Commission has not filed a lawsuit 
pursuant to, the Federal Trade Comrniss ion Act which states that the FTC "shall" 
obtain injunctive relief and recover civi l penalties against companies that violate 
consent orders. 15 U.S.c. § 45(1). 

193. The FTC has exclusive authority over the enforcement of its consent orders. The 
enforcement provision of the FTC Act, Section 5(1), makes clear that the agency 
action is not di sc retionary; a violating party "shall forfeit" a penalty and be subject to 
an enforcement action. 
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194. The FTC is charged with performing a "di screte agency action." A "di screte agency 
action" is a " final agency action" under the Administrati ve Procedure Act. In re Aiken 
County, 645 F.3d 428, 437 (D.C. CiT. 2011 ). "Agency action unlawfull y w ithhe ld" is 
a defined as "discrete agency action that [the agency] is required to take." Norton v. S. 
Utah Wilderness Alliallce, 542 U.S. 55, 64 (2004). 

195. Agency action is the "whole or part of an agency rule order, li cense, sanction, relief, 
or the equivalent or denial thereof, or failure to act." 5 U.S.c. § 551 (13). Agency 
action, including a " failure to act" is subject to judicial review. Amador County, Cal. 
v. Salazar, 640 F.3d 373, 383 (D.C. Cir. 2011) 

196. Here the FTC unlawfully withheld such an action - namely commencing a civil 
action for violation of its consent order, and has fail ed to perform by not enforcing its 
201 2 Consent Order against Facebook. 

197. EPIC may "compel agency action unlawfully withheld" pursuant to the 
Administrati ve Procedure Act. 5 U.S.c. § 706( 1). 

VII . Prayer for Investigation and Re lief 

198. Facebook' s actions injure users throughout the United States by invading their 
privacy; allowing for di sclosure and use of information in ways and for purposes 
other than those consented to or relied upon by such users; causing them to believe 
fal sely that they have full contro l over the use of their infonnation; and undennining 
the ability of users to avail themselves of the privacy protections promised by the 
company. 

199. The FTC Act empowers and directs the FTC to investigate business practi ces, 
including data co llection practices that constitute consumer harm.103 

200. Petitioners request that the Commission investigate Facebook, enjoin the deployment 
of additional facial recognition techniques as a violation of the 20 II Consent Order, 
and require Facebook to modi fy its biometric data practices to protect the privacy of 
Facebook users and non· users. Specifica ll y, Petitioners ask the Commiss ion to: 

a. Require Facebook to suspend immediately any form of Facebook-initi ated 
automated fac ial scanning or other forms of biometri c identi fication of Facebook 
users based on Facebook's internal database of fac ial images. 

b. Delete all fac ia l images, fac ial templates, and biometric identifiers wrongfull y 
obtained 

c. Require Facebook to not misrepresent in any manner, expressly or by implication 
the extent to which Facebook maintains and protects the securi ty, privacy, 
confidentiality, and integrity of any consumer information, including, but not 
limited to, misrepresentations related to: ( I) the purposes fo r which it collects 

103 15 U.S.C. § 45 . 
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and uses consumer information (2) the extent to which consumers may 
exercise control over the co llection, use, or disclosure of consumer 
infonnation. 

d. Require Facebook to expressly categorize the types of user information it collects, 
and to clarify which type of third party gets access to which categories of user 
infonnation, and for what purpose. 

e. Require Facebook to alert its users on the privacy implications of the services of 
Facebook and its subsidiaries which collect, store, and disclose biometric data. 
Prohibit Facebook from inducing users into embracing pervasive augmentations 
of facial recognition technology with announcements that misrepresent the 
commercial purposes for which Facebook collects users ' facial templates. 

f. Require that Facebook, prior to any new or additional disclosure by Facebook of a 
user' s identified information to any third party, that: I) is a change from 
stated sharing practices in effect at the time respondent collected such 
infonnation, and 2) results from any change, add ition, or enhancement to a 
product or service by respondent, in or affecting commerce, Facebook shall: 
A. clearly and prominently disclose: ( I) that the user ' s information will be 
disclosed to one or more third parties, (2) the identity or specific categories of 
such third parties, and (3) the purpose(s) for Facebook's sharing; and B. 
Obtain express affirmative consent from the user to such sharing. 

g. Audit and ensure that Facebook maintains a comprehensive privacy program, as 
required by the 20 II Consent Order, that is reasonably designed to: (I) address 
privacy ri sks related to the development and management of new and existing 
products and services for consumers, and (2) protect the security, privacy, 
confidential ity, and integrity of consumer information. Such program should 
include: 

1. the identification of reasonably-foreseeable, material ri sks, both 
internal and external, that could result in the unauthorized 
disclosure, misuse, loss, alteration, destruction, or other 
compromise of consumer information or in unauthorized 
administrative control of Facebook, and an assessment of the 
sufficiency of any safeguards in place to control these risks. 

2. the design and implementation of reasonable safeguards to control 
the risks identified through risk assessment, and regular testing or monitoring 
of the effectiveness of the safeguards' key controls, 
systems, and procedures. 

h. Require Facebook to establish appropriate security and privacy safeguards for 
biometric data practices, such as implementing an opt- in control for users, 
notifying users of business changes to encourage the exercise of infonned choice, 
and limiting the disclosure of facial template data to third parties. 
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1. Seek appropriate injuncti ve and compensatory relief. 

201. EPIC, and the consumer organizations li sted above, reserve the right to amend this 
complaint and to bring other relevant matters to the attention of the Commiss ion. 
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In the Matter of 

WhatsApp, lnc. 

FEDERAL TRADE COMMISSION 
Washington, DC 20580 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

Complaint, Request for Investigation, Injunction, and Other Relief 

Submitted by 

The Electronic Privacy Information Center 

and 

The Center for Digital Democracy 

I. Introduction 

I. This complaint concerns the impact on consumer privacy of the proposed 
acquisition ofWhatsApp. Inc. by Facebook, lnc. As set forth in detail below, 
WhatsApp built a user base based on its commitment not to collect user data for 
advertising revenue. Acting in reliance on WhatsApp representations, Internet 
users provided detailed personal information to the company including private 
text to close fri ends. Facebook routinely makes lise of user information for 
advertising purposes and has made clear that it intends to incorporate the data of 
Whats App users into the user profiling business modeL The proposed acqui sition 
will therefore violate WhatsApp users' understanding of their exposure to online 
adverti sing and constitutes an unfair and deceptive trade practice, subject to 
investi gation by the Federal Trade Commiss ion. 

n. Parties 

2. The Electronic Privacy Infonnation Center ("EPIC") is a public interest research 
center located in Washington, D.C. EPIC focuses on emerging privacy and civil 
liberties issues and is a leading consumer advocate before the FTC. EPIC has a 
particular interest in protecting consumer privacy, and has played a leading role in 
developing the authority of the FTC to address emerging privacy issues and to 
safeguard the privacy rights of consumers. ! EPIC's 20 I 0 complaint concerning 

I See, e.g., Letter from EPIC Excc. Dir. Marc Rotenberg to FTC Comm'r Christinc 
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Google Buzz provided the bas is fo r the Commiss ion 's investigation and October 
24,2011 subsequent settlement concern ing the soc ial networking serv ice.2 In that 
case, the Commiss ion found that Google " used deceptive tactics and violated its 
own privacy promises to consumers when it launched [Buzz].,,3 The 
Commiss ion's settl ement with Facebook also fo llowed from a Complaint fi led by 
EPIC and a coa lition of privacy and civil li berties organ ization in December 2009 
and a Supplemental Complaint fil ed by EPIC in February 2010.4 EPIC has 
previously urged the Commission to investigate businesses that make mislead ing 
representations as to record destruction practi ces . In 2008, EPIC notified the 
Commiss ion that AskEraser falsely represented that search queri es would be 
deleted when in fact they were retained by the company and made available to 
law enforcement agencies.s 

3. The Center for Digital Democracy (COD) is a not· for·profit DC·based 
organization focused on protecting consumers in the digital marketplace.6 During 
the 1990's (and then operati ng as the Center fo r Media Education) its work to 
protect pri vacy on the Internet led to the passa~e of the Children's Online 
Protection Act (COPPA) by Congress in 1998. COD's advocacy on the Google. 
Doublec1ick merger played a major role in the FTC's decision to address privacy 
concerns ari sing from online behavioral advertising.s Through a series of 
complaints filed at the commission, COD has brought attention to privacy 
concerns with mobile dev ices, rea l·time tracking and targeting platfonns, soc ial 

Varney (Dec. 14, 1995) (urging the FTC to investigate the misuse of personal information by the 
direct marketing industry), http://epic.org/privacy/internetlftc!ftcJ etter.html ; DoubleClick, Inc. , FTC Fi le 
No. 07 1-0 I 70 (2000) (Com plaint and Request for Injunction, Request fo r Investigation and for Other 
Rel ief), http: //epic.org/privacy/intemetlftc!DC LK_complaint.pdf; Microsoft Corporation, FTC File No. 012 
3240 (2002) (Complaint and Request for Injunction, Request for Investigation and fo r Other Relief), 
http: //epic.org/privacy/consumerIMS_complaint.pdf; Choicepoint, Inc., FTC File No. 052-3069 (2004) 
(Request for Investigation and fo r Other Relief) , http://epic.org/privacy/choicepointlfc raltrI2 .16.04.htm!. 
2 Press Release, Federal Trade Comm'n , FTC Charges Deceptive Privacy Practices in Google's Rollout of 
Its Buzz Social Network (Mar. 30, 2011), http://ftc.gov/opa/2011 /03/goog1e.shtm(''Google's data practices 
in connection with its launch of Go ogle Buzz were the subject of a complaint fi led with the FTC by the 
Electronic Privacy Infonnation Center shortly after the service was launched."). 
3/d. 
4 In thc Mattcr of Faccbook, Inc., (2009) (EPIC Complaint, Rcq ucst for Invcstigation, Injunction, and Othcr 
Rcl icf), hllps:llcpic .orglprivacy IinrcfaccbooklEP I C- F accbook Complaint. pd f [hcrcinaftcr E PIC 2009 
Faccbook Complaint]; In thc Mattcr of Faccbook, Inc. , (2010) (E PIC Supplemcntal Matcrials in Support of 
Pending Complaint and Request for Injunction, Request for Investigation and fo r Other Reliel), 
hllps:llef,ic.orglprivacylil1refacebooklEPIC_Facebook_SlIpp.pl/f[hcrcinafter EPIC 2009 Facebook 
Supplcment]; In the Maller of Facebook, Inc. , (2010) (EPIC Complaint, Request for Invcstigation, 
Injunction, and Other Rel ief), https:llepic.org/pri vacy/facebooklEPIC_FTC_FB_Complaint.pdf 
[hereinafter EPIC 2010 Facebook Complaint]. 
5 EPIC: Does AskEraser Really Erase?, https:llepic.org/pri vacy/askl 
6 CtT. for Digital Democracy, AboUl CDD, http: //www.democraticmedia.orglabout·cdd(last accessed Mar. 
6, 20 14). 
7 Katherine C. Montgomery, Generation Digital, MIT PRESS, http://mi tpress.mit.edulbookslgeneration
digi tal (last accessed Mar. 6, 2014). 
g Louise Story, F. r.c. Approves DOllbleclick Deal, N.Y. TI MES, Dec. 21 , 2007, available at 
http: //www.nytimes.com/2007/ 12/21Ibusi lless/2 1adco.html. 
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media, and from the databroker industry .9 COD's recent four-year campaign to 
ensure that COPPA was effecti vely implemented across all major platforms and 
applications resulted in the FTC's December 201 2 decision to strengthen its nil es 
on children's privacy.lO 

4. WhatsApp, lnc . is an Ameri can incorporated in Delaware. I I WhatsApp, Inc. 's 
primary place of business is 650 Castro Street, Suite 120-21 9, Mountain View, 
CA 94041 .12 WhatsApp, Inc. is the developer of WhatsApp, a subscription-based 
Small Message Service (SMS) application for mobile phones. 13 WhatsApp, lnc. 
was formed in 2009. The company currently processes over 10 billion messages 
per day from approximate ly 450 million acti ve users. 14 

111. Factual Background 

A. WhatsApp's Privacy Policies and Official Blog Posts Reflect a Strong 
Commitment to User Privacy 

5. According to WhatsApp's privacy policy, last updated in July 201 2, WhatsApp 
"does not collect names, emails, addresses or other contact information from its 
users' mobile address book or contact li sts" other than mobile phone numbers. IS 

6. The mobile application's assoc iation of a phone number with a user's name 
"occurs dynamica ll y on the mobile device itself and not on WhatsApp's servers 
and is not transmitted to WhatsApp.,,16 

7. The only messages stored on WhatsApp servers are "undeli vered" messages 
whose rec ipients have not logged into WhatsApp to retrieve messages. These are 
automati ca ll y deleted after 30 days.l7 

8. "The contents of messages that have ben delivered by the WhatsApp Service" are 
not copied, kept, or archived by WhatsApp in the normal course ofbusiness.,,18 

9 Rimma Katz, Center/or Digital Democracy asks FTC to investigate mobile data targeting, MOBILE 

MARKETER, Apr. 9, 2010, available at http://www.mobilemarketer.eomlems/newsl1cgal-privaey/5927.htm!. 
10 Press Release, Federa l Trade Comm'n, FTC Strengthens Kids' Privacy, Gives Parents Greater Control 
Over Their Information By Amending Chi ldrens Online Privacy Protection Ru le (Dec. 19,2012), 
http: //www . ftc . gOY Inews-events/prcss-releasesl20 121 I 2Ifte-strcngthens-kids-pri vaey-givcs-parcnts-grcatcr
control-over. 
11 California Secretary of State Business Entity Detail, http://kepler.sos.ca.gov/ 
12 Id. 
13 Brian x. Chen and Vindu Goel, Foullders o/all Allti-Facebook Are Won Over. N.Y. TIMES, Feb. 21, 
20 14, http://nytimes.coml20 I 4/02/2 I Itee hnology Ifounders-o f-an-ant i-faeebook -are-won -over.htm l. 
14 1d. 

IS WhatsApp Privacy Policy, http://www.whatsapp.eom/ legal/#Privacy 
16

/
d. 

17 1d. 
IS Id. 
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9. WhatsApp 's privacy policy states, " We do not use your mobile phone number or 
other Personall y Identifiable Information to send commerc ial or marketing 
messages without your consent or except as part of a specific program or feature 
for which you will have the ability to opt-in or opt_OUt.,,19 

1'I ld. 

10. On November 19,2009, founder Jan Koum posted to the WhatsApp offic ial Blog, 
" So first of all , let's set the record straight. We have not, we do not and we will 
not ever sell your personal information to anyone. Period. End of story. Hopefull y 
thi s clears things up.,,20 

II. On June 18,201 2, Koum posted to the WhatsApp Blog: 

At every company that se ll s ads, a significant portion of their 
engineering team spends their day tuning data mining, writing 
better code to co llect all your personal data, upgrading the servers 
that hold all the data and making sure it's all be ing logged and 
collated and sli ced and packaged and shipped out... And at the end 
of the day the result of it all is a slightly di ffe rent advertising 
banner in your browser or on your mobile screen. . . . At 
WhatsApp, our engineers spend all their time fixing bugs, adding 
new features and ironing out all the little intricac ies in our task of 
bringing rich , affordable, reliable messaging to every phone in the 
world. That's our product and that's our passion. Your data isn' t 
even in the picture. We are simply not interested in any of it.21 

12, On February 19, 201 4, Koum posted to the WhatsApp Blog: 

Here's what will change for you, our users: nothing. WhatsApp 
will remain autonomous and operate independently. You can 
continue to enjoy the service for a nominal fee. You can continue 
to use WhatsApp no matter where in the world you are, or what 
smartphone you' re using. And you can still count on absolutely no 
ads interrupting your communication. There would have been no 
partnership between our two companies if we had to compromise 
on the core principles that will always define our company, our 
vision and our product. 22 

20 WhatsApp Blog, Jllst Wanted to Say a Few Things. https: /fblog.whatsapp.com/ index .phpI2009/ l lIa-few
things/ (Nov. 9, 2009). 
21 WhatsApp Blog, Why We Don 'f Self Ads, http: //blog.whatsapp.comlindex.php/2012/06/why-we-dont
sell-ads/ (Jun. 18, 2012). 
22 WhatsApp Blog, Facebook, http://blog.whatsapp.com/index.php/2014/02/facebook / (Feb. 19, 20 14). 
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13. Asked if the US government has attempted to access WhatsApp servers, 
Koum said, "People need to differentiate us from companies like Yahoo! 
and Facebook that co ll ect your data and have it sitting on their servers. We 
want to know as little about our users as possible. We don't know your 
name, you r gender. . . We des igned our system to be as anonymous as 
possible. We' re not advertisement-driven so we don't need personal 
databases.,,23 

B. WhatsApp's Business Practices Affect Millions of Consumers 

14. On August 23, 2012, WhatsApp processed ten billion user messages. 24 

IS . On June J 3, 20 13, processed 27 billion user messages?5 

16. As of December 2013, WhatsApp claimed that 400 million active users use the 
se rvice each month.26 

17. By the time the Facebook acquisition was announced at the end of Febmary 2014, 
WhatsApp was processing 50 billion messages per day from 450 million monthly 
users?7 

C. Facebook's Messaging Service Regularly Collects And Stores Virtually All 
Available User Data 

18. When Facebook revamped its messag ing system in November 2010, it 
automatically opted all users into the new messaging system. 28 

19. Facebook's new messaging system initially di sabled users' ability to delete 
. d· ·d 1 29 II1 IVI ua messages. 

20. Without user consent, the new messaging system also pulled data from 
Facebook 's soc ial graph to prioritize messages from certain users. 30 

23 ftI. 
24 Twitter, https:lltwitter.eomiWhatsApp/status/238680463139565568 ("new dai ly record: 4B inbound, 68 
outbound = lOB total messages a day! #freebsd #erlang") (last accessed Mar. 5, 2014). 
25 Twitter, https:lltwitter.comiWhatsApp/status/3449667 1 0241161216 (last accessed Mar. 5, 2014). 
26 WhatsApp Blog, hllp :llblog.whatsapp.comlindex.php/20 13/ 12/400-mill ion-sloriesl?lang=de 
27 Kristin Burnham, Facebook's WhaisApp Buy: 10 Staggering Stats, Information Week (Feb. 21,2014), 
http ://www.informationweek.comlsoftwarelsociallfacebooks-w hatsapp-buy- 1 O-staggeri ng-stats-Idld
idll I 13927 . 
28 Joel Sel igstein, See the Messages Thai Malfer, Facebook Blog, Nov. 15, 20 11 , 
https:llwww.facebook.comlnotes/facebooklsee-the-messages-that -rnatter/4 5228824 2 1 30. 
29 Jan Jezabek, Steps Toward the New Messaging System, Facebook Blog, Nov. 2, 2011 , 
https:lldevelopers.facebook.comlbloglpostl59 1/ 
30 Alex Wawro, Facehook Messages: 0111" First Look. PCWORLD, Nov. 15,2010, 
http ://www.tcchhive.com/artic le/210709/fbrnessages_v ideol. html 
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2 1. Even when users delete a message, it continues to be stored on Facebook 's 
se rvers.J1 

22. Even when a user chooses not to send a message, Facebook still trac ks what the 
user wrote.J2 

D. Faccbook Routinely Incorporatcs Data from Companies It Has Acquired 

23 . Facebook has regularly collected user data from companies it acquires. 

24. For example, when Facebook purchased Instagram in 2012, Instagram users were 
not subjected to adverti sements based on the content they uploaded to the site. 3J 

25. Like WhatsApp,lnstagram's Terms of Service included a provision that in the 
event of acquisition, users' "information such as name and email address, User 
Content and any other information coll ected through the Service may be among 
the items so ld or transferred."J4 

26. After the acquisition, Facebook did in fact access Instagram users' data and 
changed the Instagram Terms of Service to refl ect thi s change. 35 

E. Many WhatsApp Users Object to the Facebook Acquisition 

27. Aliya Abbas, a Delhi-based mediaperson, sa id, " I started using WhatsApp fi ve 
months ago. Ifit gets integrated w ith Facebook, I will uninstall [WhatsApp]. And 
I think others will do the same if thi s happens. WhatsApp is popular because of its 

31 Zack Whittaker, Facebook Does Not Erase User-Deleted Call tent, ZD NET, Apr. 28, 20 10, 
hup:llwww.zdnct.comlblog/igcncrationffaccbook-docs-not-erasc-user-dc1clcd-contentl4808; Miranda 
Miller. Your Facebook Data File: Everything You Never Wanted Anyone to Know, Scarch Enginc Watch, 
Oct. 3,2011, hup:llscarchenginewatch.comJarticleI2114059Nour-Faccbook- Data-Fi1c-Everything-You
Never -W anted-An yone-Io- Know. 
32 Jenni fcr Golhcck, 011 Second Thought ... Facebook Wants to Know Why You Dilln 't Publish that Status 
Update You Started Writing , SLATE, Dcc . 13 , 2013 , 
http://www.slate.com/articles/technology Ifuture _ tense120 13/ 12/facebook _ self_censorship _ what_happens _ t 
o the postsyou don t publish.hlml 
3:JCrai g Timberg~ Inst~g,.am outrage reveals a pOlI'erjil1 bllillnaware Web commllnily, WASH. POST, Dec. 
2 I, 20 1 2, http: //www.washingtonpost. comlbusinessltec hnology /instagrarn-outrage-reveal s-a-powerfu l-but
unaware-web-commun ity/20 12/ 12/2 1lb387e828-4b7a-1 I e2-b 709-667035ff9029 _story .html. 
34 [d. 

35 Hayley Tsukayama, illslagram reminds /lsers of privacy policy change, WASI·!. POST, Jan. 16,2013, 
http://www.washingtonpost.comlbusi ness/technology/instagram-reminds-users-of-privacy-policy
change/20 13/0 1/ 16/ 124a8712-5fcc- l 1 c2-9940-6fc4880fecd _ story.htm1 
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privacy, and I don't think users will like the idea of adverti sements popping up in 
the middle of a conversation. ,,36 

28. Columnist Carl y Page wrote, " I'm a user of Whatsapp, and of course Facebook's 
ridiculously expensive acquisition of the fi rm has got me concerned about my 
privacy, especially the fact that the social network likely now has access to my 
mobile phone number.,,37 

29. Journali st Tali Arbel wrote, "WhatsApp is my respite from Facebook. For me, the 
world's largest social network has become a junkyard of updates from people I 
don't really know and ads for products I don't care about. It's all about people 
jostling fo r publicity and craving approval, seeking likes and comments from 
near-strangers. But WhatsApp is the best stand-in fo r a conversation you have 
over dinner with people you love. It's intimate . It's personal. I rely on it. [ . . . ] 
Facebook says it won' t run ads on WhatsApp. But I'm afraid they won't be able to 
help themselves. With all those food pictures, won't Facebook fi gure I want to see 
ads for restaurants and cookware? And will Facebook urge my ' friends' to 
connect with me on WhatsApp? Facebook has done something similar with 
Instagram, the photo-sharing app it has owned since 201 2.,,38 

30. Corl ey Paige, a product developer from Austin, Texas, wrote, " I suddenly want to 
delete my Whatsapp. Hello Viber. ,,39 

3 1. Twitter user Tara Aghdashloo wrote, "Facebook is like an evil parent that keeps 
finding the new hiding place for your diary.'.40 

32. User @tabandchord posted to Twitter, "Facebook + WhatsApp = The Ultimate 
Spying Machine #facebook #WhatsApp.'.41 

33 . Some users of both WhatsApp and Facebook created a Facebook Page titl ed 
"Please Don' t Ruin WhatsApp." Under the designation "Communi ty description," 

36 Nitin Sreedhar, Status update: WhatsApp now a chapter in Facebook. BUSINESS STANDARD, Feb. 24, 
20 14, http: //www . business-standard.eom/ art icle/techno logy/status-update-whatsapp-now-a-chaptcr -in
facebook-114022300669 l.html. 

37 Carly Page, Facehook ~v Whatsapp buy is a {Jrivacy nightmare for users. but it makes sense for the social 
network, THE INQUIRER, Feb. 20, 20 14, http://www.theinquirer.netlinquirer/opinionl2329985/facebooks
whatsapp-buyout-is-a-privacy-nightmare-for-users-but-it-makes-sense-for-the-social-network . 
38 Ta[i Arbel, My Love Affair With WhatsApp: Does It Have 10 End?, WASH . TtMES, Feb. 20, 2 104, 
http://www.washingtontimes.com/news/20 14/feb/20/my-[ove-affair-wi th-whatsapp-does-it-have-to-end. 
39 Jessica Guynn, Users threaten to delete Wha/sApp Ito II' thai Facehook is buying if. Los ANGELES TIM ES, 
Feb. 19, 20 14, http ://www. latimes.comlbusinessltechno logy /Ia- fi -tn-users-threaten-to-de lete-whatsapp-
20 1402 [9,0,4 [53795.story#axzz2v7TZZFCR. 
40 Twitter, https:lltwitter.comltaraaghdashloo/status/4362723583 1237837 1 (last accessed Mar. 5, 20 [4). 
41 Twittcr, twiuer.comltabandchord 
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the page creators posted , "Hey Facebook: Please don't ruin WhatsApp and make 
all of our message go through Facebook Messenger." 42 

F. Industry Experts Warn that the Merger Will Diminish User Privacy 

34. Industry experts object to the Facebook acqu isition because it allows Facebook 
access to the repository of mobile phone numbers that WhatsApp has collected. 

35 . Wim Nauwelaerts, a lawyer specializing in EU data protection law at Hunton & 
Williams, LLP in Brusse ls, told Bloomberg, "Face book is not on ly buying a 
popular messaging app, it is also acquiring the addresses and telephone numbers 
of 450 million users worldwide. [ . . . J Many of these users are already signed up to 
Facebook, so through thi s deal Facebook will be ab le to build complete profiles 
on users.,,43 

36. St. John Deakins, the head of the online identity monitoring application 
C itizenme, said, " Facebook already has a very broad copyright license on people's 
content and already shares your data with many other services. Now with 
Facebook buying Whatsapp, thi s could see more and more private information 
becoming part of Facebook's database. From a personal data standpoint, thi s is 
extremely worrying.,,44 

37. T im Grossman, a senior branding consultant at Brand Union, wrote in The 
Guardian: 

"One of the reasons why so many millions have flocked to WhatsApp is 
the added level of privacy the brand provides. In a world where your every 
word echoes endlessly across the internet it was a communication channel 
where sharing could take place on a more contained level. However, much 
like Goog le's acquisition of Nest and Facebook's of Instagram, with thi s 
purchase consumers are suddenl y associated with , and have their 
information accessible by a brand that they didn't buy into. It's thi s 
intrusion that can make it feel uncomfortable, as both you and your data 

. d . h ,~5 are se ize Wit out your say-so. 

42 Facebook, Please DOII't Ruill WhatsApp, htlps:/lwww.facebook.comldontruinwhatsapp 
43 Stephanie Bodoni, Facebook WhatsApp Deal Risks Sparking Pril'Gcy Probes Across EU, BLOOMBERG, 
Feb. 25, 20 14, hup :!1 bloomberg.com/news/20 14-02-25/facebook-whatsapp-deal-risks-sparking-privacy
probes-across-eu.htm I. 
44 Samuel Gibbs, Six Alternatives to WhatsApp Now Thai Facbook OWIIS f l , THE GUARDIAN, Feb. 20, 20 14, 
http: //www.theguardian.com/technol ogy/20 14/feb1201 six -al ternati ves-whatsapp-facebook. 
45 Tim Gosman, Why WhafsApp is a worthy addition 10 the Facebookfold, THE GUARDIAN, 
http: //www.theguardian.com/media-networklpartner-zone-brand-union/facebook-acquisition-wha tsapp
damage-bmnd-pri vacy. 
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G. Facebook's Acquisition of WhatsApp Implicates Safe Harbor Compliance 

38. The Commiss ion has previously issued an Order and Sett lement Agreement with 
Facebook, following an investigation into whether "Facebook deceived 
consumers by telling them they could keep their information on Facebook private, 
and then repeatedly allowing it to be shared and made public.'.46 

39. In addition to requiring Facebook to give users "clear and prominent notice" and 
obtain "their express consent before sharing their information beyond their 
privacy settings," and to maintain "a comprehensive privacy program to protect 
consumers' information," the Order also prohibited Facebook from 
misrepresenting the extent to which it participates in the US-EU Safe Harbor 
program. 47 

40. The Safe Harbor Framework is an industry-developed self-regulatory approach to 
privacy compl iance.48 Coordinated by the Department of Commerce, the Safe 
Harbor program allows firms to self-certify privacy policies in lieu of estab li shing 
adequate privacy protections in the United States that regulate business practice. 
The Safe Harbor arrangements developed in response to the European Union Data 
Directi ve, a comprehensive legal framework that establi shed essential privacy 
safeguards for consumers across the European Union.49 

41. The Federal Trade Commiss ion has been tasked with penalizing US firms that 
incorrectly claim current Safe Harbor certification.50 

42. Currently, Facebook represents that it complies with the requirements of Safe 
Harbor program.51 

H. European Data Protection Authorities Have Already Begun Investigations 

43 . Jacob Kohnstamm, the Dutch data protection Commiss ioner, has begun an 
investigation into data protection issues related to Facebook's purchase of 

4<> /11 fhe Maller ofFacebook. IIIC., a corporation; FTC File No. 0923184, FTC.gov (Dec. 30, 2011), 
http ://www . ftc . gOY Icn fo rccmcntlcascs-procccdingsl092 -3 I 84/faccbook -inc. 
47 ltI. 

48 U.S. Dep't of Commerce, Safe Harbor Privacy Principles, 
hltp :l/export.gov/safeha rbor/euJeg main 0184 75 .asp (last updated Jan. 30, 2009). 
49 Directive 95/46/EC of the European P; rliament and of the Council ofOc!. 24, 1995 on the Protection of 
Individuals with Regard to the Processing of Personal Data and on the Free Movement of Such Data, 1995 
OJ. (l 281 ) 31 , available at http: //eur-
lex.europa. eu/lex Uri Serv Ilex Uri Serv .do ?uri=CEl EX: 3 1995 l0046: EN : HTM L. 
50 Fed. Trade Comm'n, Bureau of Consumer Protection Business Center, US-£. U. Safe Harbor 
Framework, http://www.business.ftc.gov/us-eu-safe-harbor-framework (last accessed Mar. 6, 2014). 
51 Facebook, Safe Harbor, https:llwww.facebook.comlsafeharbor.php(last accessed Mar. 6, 20 14). 
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WhatsApp. 52 His investigation is focu sing on the collection of data from 
WhatsApp users' address books and the potential for misuse of that infonnation. 53 

44. Thilo Weichert, the data protection commissioner for the German state of 
Schleswig-Holstein, has al so begun an investigation into the acquisition. 54 He told 
Bloomberg, "The mixing of data is strictly regulated by German law, especially 
through the Telemedia Act and the Federal Data Protection Act. Both acts rel y on 
the principle of purpose binding, that data stored for one purpose cannot be 
processed for any other purposes - there are no such restrictions in the U.S.,,55 

45. Commissioner Kohnstamm, who served as the head of the European Union's 
Article 29 Data Protection Working Party until February 27, 2014, said that any 
of the European Union's "28 data protection regulators could open an 
investigation" into the acqu isition as we l1. 56 

IV. Legal Analysis 

A. The FTC's Section 5 Authority 

46. The FTC Act prohibits unfair and deceptive acts and practices, and empowers the 
Commission to enforce the Act's prohibitions. 57 These Bowers are described in 
FTC Policy Statements on Deception58 and Unfa imess. 9 

47. A trade practice is unfair if it "causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to 
consumers which is not reasonably avo idab le by consumers themselves and not 
outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.'.60 

48. The injury must be "substantial.,,6! Typically, thi s involves monetary harm, but 
may also include "unwarranted health and safety ri sks.,,62 Emotional harm and 

52 Gibbs, supra at 47. 
53 Jd. 
,S.l Jabeen Bhatti and Stephanie Bodoni, Facebook Purchase of WhatsApp Raises German. Dutch. Art. 29 
Privacy Concerns, BLOOMBERG BNA, Mar. 3, 2014, http://www.bna.eom/facebook-pu rchase-whatsapp
n1 7 179882555. 
55 Jd. 
56 Bodoni, supra at 46. 
57 See 15 U.S.c. § 45 (2010). 
58 Fed. Trade Comm'n, FTC Policy Statement on Deception (1983), available al 
hltp :l/www.ftc .govlbcp/policyslmtlad-decepLhlm [hereinafter FTC Deception Policy]. 
59 Fed. Trade Comm'n, FTC Policy Statement on Unfairness (1980), available at 
http ://www.ftc.govlbcp/policystmtlad-unfai r.htm [hereinafter FTC Unfairness Policy]. 
60 15 U.S.C. § 45(n); see, e.g. , Fed. Trade Comm'/I v. Seismic Entertainmenl Productions. Inc., Civ. No. 
I :04-CV- 00377 (Nov. 21,2006) (finding that unauthorized changes to users' computers that affected the 
functio nality of the computers as a result of Seismic's anti-spyware software constituted a "substantial 
injury without countervailing benefi ts."). 
61 FTC Unfairness Policy, supra. 
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other "more subjecti ve types of harm" generall y do not make a practice unfair.63 

Secondly, the injury "must not be outweighed by an offsetting consumer or 
competitive benefit that the sa les practice also produces.,,64 Thus the FTC will not 
find a practice unfair "unless it is injurious in its net effects.'.65 Finally, "the injury 
must be one which consumers could not reasonably have avoided.,,66 This factor 
is an effort to ensure that consumer decision making still governs the market by 
limiting the FTC to act in situations where se ller behavior "unreasonably creates 
or takes advantage of an obstacle to the free exercise of consumer 
decisionmaking.,,67 Se ll ers may not withhold from consumers important price or 
perfonnance infonnation, engage in coercion, or undul y influence highly 
susceptible classes of consumers.68 

49. An act or practice is deceptive ifit involves a representation, omission, or practice 
that is likely to mislead the consumer acting reasonably under the circumstances, 
to the consumer's detriment.,,69 

50. There are three elements to a deception claim. First, there must be a 
representation, omission, or practice that is likely to mislead the consumer. 70 The 
rel evant inquiry for this factor is not whether the act or ~ractice actually misled 
the consumer, but rather whether it is likely to mislead. I 

51. Second, the act or practice must be considered from the perspective of a 
reasonable consumer. 72 "The test is whether the consumer's interpretation or 
reaction is reasonable."n The FTC will look at the totality of the act or practice 
and ask questions such as " how clear is the representation? How conspicuous is 
any qualifying information? How important is the omitted information? Do other 
sources for the omitted infonnation exist? How familiar is the public with the 
product or service?,,74 

62 Id.; see, e,g., Fed. Trade Comm 'n v. Informatio/1 Search, Inc., Civ. No. I :06-cv-0 1099 (Mar. 9, 2007) 
("The invasion of privacy and security resulting from obtaining and se lling confidcntial customer phone 
rccords without the consumcrs ' authori zat ion causes substantial haml to consumers and the public, 
including, but not limitcd to, endangering thc health and safcty of consumers."), 
63 FTC Unfairness Policy, supra. 
64 M 
65 1tI. 
M id. 
67 1tI. 
68 1tI. 

6'1 FTC Deception Policy, supra. 
70 FTC Deception Policy, supra; see, e.g., Fed Trade Comm 'II v. Pantroll I Corp., 33 F.3d 1088 (9th Cir. 
1994) (holding that Pantron's representation to consumers that a product was effective at reducing hair loss 
was materially mi sleading, because according to studies, the success of the product could only be attributed 
to a placebo effect, rather than on scientific grounds). 
71 FTC Deception Policy, supra. 
7! Id. 
73 /d. 
74 1d. 
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52. Finall y, the representation, omiss ion, or practice must be materia1. 75 Essenti all y, 
the information must be important to consumers. The relevant question is whether 
consumers would have chosen another product if the deception had not 
occurred.76 Express claims will be presumed material. 77 Materi ality is presumed 
for claims and omiss ions involving "hea lth, safety, or other areas with which the 
reasonable conSlllner would be concerned.,,78 

53 . The FTC presumes that an omiss ion is material where "the seller knew, or should 
have known, that an ordinary consumer would need omitted information to 
evaluate the product or se rvi ce, or that the claim was fa lse ... because the 
manufacturer intended the information or omission to have an effect. ,,79 

54. The Commiss ion has previously found that a company may not a lter the privacy 
setti ngs of its users. so 

55 . The Commiss ion has previously found that a company may not repurpose user 
data for a use other than the one fo r which the user's data was co ll ected w ithout 
fi rst obtaining the user's "express affirmative consent."S! 

56. In the FTC's consideration of the Google acquisition of Doubleclick, where 
similar issues we re rai sed about the impact on user privacy, the Commission 
allowed the merger to go forward, but only because the Commiss ion found that 
the scope of its antitrust review did not encompass issues related to consumer 

. 82 
pnvacy. 

57. In the Google acquisition of Doubleclick, Commiss ioner Harbor dissented and 
warned, "The truth is, we really do not know what Google/DoubleClick can or 
will do with its trove of information about consumers' Internet habits. The merger 
creates a finn with vast knowledge of consumer preferences, subject to very little 
accountabil ity. ,,83 

75 ftJ. 

76 !d. 
17 ftJ. 

78 ftJ. 

79 ClifJdale Associates, Inc., 103 F.T.C. 110, 110 (1984). 
80 In the Matter ofFacebook. Inc., a corporation; FTC File No. 0923184, FTC.gov (Dec. 30, 2011), 
hltp :l/www.ftc .gov/enfo rcementicases-proceedingsl092-3 I 84/facebook -inc. 
81 In the Matter of Go ogle. fllc.; FTC File No. 1023136 (Oct. 13,20 11) (Decision and Order), 
http: //www.ftc.gov/sites/defaultlfilesldocumentslcasesl20 I 1/ 10/ 111 024googlebuzzdo.pdf. 
82 In the Matter of Do lib Ie Click. fIlC., FTC Fi le No. 071-0170 (2000) (Statement of the Commission), 
http: //www . ftc.gov/sites/defau Itlfi I esldocumentslcasesl2007/ 1 2/071 220statement. pd f. 
8J In the Matter of Do lib Ie Click. fIlC., FTC Fi le No. 071-0170 (2000) (Dissenting Statement of 
Commissioner Pamela Jones Harbour), hnp://www.ftc.gov/os/caselistl07101 70/071220harbour.pdf. 
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B. Count I: Deceptive Failure to Represent that WhatsApp's Governing Principles 
of Anonymity and Privacy Were Subject to Reversal 

58. As described above, WhatsApp represented to consumers that the company will 
not retain or repurpose information collected from their mobile phones. 

59. As described in deta il above, facts about WhatsApp's philosophy of privacy and 
anonymity were material to users in their decision to install and use WhatsApp. 

60. As described above, some users selected WhatsApp as a pro-privacy alternative to 
other messaging services. 

61. Therefore, WhatsApp's fai lure to adequately di sclose that thi s commitment to 
privacy was subject to reversal constitutes a deceptive act or practice in vio lation 
of Section 5(a) of the FTC Act, 15 U,S.c, § 45(a). 

62. Users could not reasonably avoid being aware of the inadequate di sclosures 
regarding the potential for reversal of the privacy policy. 

63. The inadequate di sclosures are not outweighed by countervai ling benefits to 
consumers or to competition. 

64. WhatsApp's inadequate di sclosures constitute deceptive acts or practices in 
violation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.s.c, § 45(a). 

C. Count n: Unfair Failure to Adequately Protect User Data In the Event of an 
Acquisition 

65. As described in detail above, WhatsApp users reasonably expected that selecting 
WhatsApp would provide them with a privacy-protective messaging service. 

66. As described in detail above, industry experts have identified that Facebook's 
acquisition ofWhatsApp will dramatically expand Facebook's abil ity to gather 
user data. 

67. As described in detail above, Facebook regularly collects and stores virtually all 
user information that it can extract. 

68. By failing to make special provisions to protect use r data in the event of an 
acquisition, WhatsApp "unreasonably creates or takes advantage of an obstacle to 
the free exerci se of consumer decisionmaking." 

69. Specifically, WhatsApp users could not reasonably have anticipated that by 
se lecting a pro-privacy messaging service, they would subject their data to 
Facebook's data collection practices. 
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70. The inadequate protections are not outweighed by countervailing benefits to 
consumers or to competition. 

71. Therefore, WhatsApp's inadequate disclosures constitute unfair acts or practices 
in vio lation of Section 5 of the FTC Act, 15 U.S.c. § 45(n). 

V. Prayer for Investigation and Relief 

1. EPIC urges the Commission to investigate WhatsApp, Inc., and enjoin its unfair 
and deceptive data collection practices for any future changes to its privacy 
policy. 

2. Specifically, EPIC requests the Commiss ion to: 

a. Initiate an investigation of the proposed acquisition of WhatsApp by 
Facebook specifically with regard to the ability of Facebook to access 
WhatsApp's store of user mobile phone numbers and metadata; 

b. Until the issues identified in this Complaint are adequately resolved, use 
the Commiss ion's authority to review mergers to halt Facebook's 
proposed acquisition of WhatsApp; 

c. In the event that the acquisition proceeds, order Facebook to insulate 
WhatsApp users' information from access by Facebook's data collection 
practices; and 

d. Provide such other relief as the Commission finds necessary and 
appropriate. 
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